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ABSTRACT 

Successful implementation of both the FHW A Traffic Monitoring Guide and the SHRP 

Long Term Pavement Performance traffic monitoring effort depended upon reliable, durable, and 

economically feasible axle sensors, and the creation of efficient, cost-effective, and technically 

sound procedures for installing the Automatic Vehicle Classification System. TTI successfully 

developed a procedure to install Automatic Vehicle Classification sites in the most cost-efficient 

and expeditious manner possible, while still meeting all of the criteria specified by Texas 

Department of Transportation. The total number of lanes installed since the inception of this 

study is 1999. The sites installed had two and more lanes, and are located throughout Texas. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) issued the Traffic Monitoring Guide (TM 

Guide) in 1985. The TM Guide, as well as the traffic data collection portion of the Long Term 

Pavement Performance (L TPP) monitoring effort within the Strategic Highway Research Program 

(SHRP), require the use of Automatic Vehicle Classification (AVC) for their implementation. The 

vehicle types specified in both the TM Guide and the SHRP L TPP traffic data requirements can 

only be identified using axle sensors. Axle sensors that were available prior to this project 

inception were either inappropriate or too costly to use for this application. 

Current conventional traffic data collection practice includes only one proven axle detector 

technology - pneumatic tubes. Unfortunately, pneumatic tubes are inappropriate in many 

situations. For example, the electronic data collection equipment used with these devices must 

be located at the edge of the lane in which the pneumatic tubes are installed. Therefore, it is not 

feasible to use this type of detector at many multilane sites. In addition, pneumatic tubes are not 

durable under high speed and/or high volume conditions. They are also very conspicuous and 

subject to vandalism. 

Several other axle sensor technologies are now available that could be used in either 

permanent or temporary modes in place of pneumatic tubes. These potential axle sensor 

technologies include both permanent and temporary devices that incorporate either piezoelectric 

(piezo) cable, piezo film, fiber optic cable, or triboelectric cable. These technologies were 

evaluated under Research Study 2038, entitled "Evaluation of Alternative Axle Sensor 
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Technologies" [l]. The study concluded that the successful implementation of both the FHW A 

Traffic Monitoring Guide and the SHRP Long Term Pavement Performance traffic monitoring 

effort depended upon reliable, durable, and economically feasible axle sensors, and that the 

success of this traffic monitoring effort relied on efficient, cost-effective, and technically sound 

procedures for installing these devices. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The overall objective of this contract was to produce well-defined installation and 

maintenance procedures and to deploy permanent axle sensors for use in A VC. The strategies 

and steps used to accomplish the production of a procedure and the installation of the sensors are 

shown below: 

• prepare specifications for installation and acquisition of materials and contractor 

services; 

• acquire contractor services for the installation of sensors; 

• select sites in cooperation with the Texas Department of Transportation's 

(TxDOT) personnel; 

• acquire traffic control plans from the contractor for the selected sites; 

• locate and prepare sites prior to installation; 

• install sensors and related hardware; 

• test sensors; 

• clean-up site. 
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR INSTALLATION, MATERIALS, AND SERVICES 

TIT prepared an experimental design procedure that was used to determine the logistical 

and operational parameters characteristic to the installation of axle sensors. Various factors were 

considered in developing this experimental procedure. The factors included: the functional 

classification of possible site locations, whether the locations were rural or urban, traffic volumes 

at the location, and results of Research Study 2038, entitled "Evaluation of Alternative Axle 

Sensor Technologies." This study evaluated different types of axle sensor technologies using 

in-place testing. TIT also met with TxDOT's staff to discuss topics that could influence the 

experimental design and to ensure that all pertinent factors were considered in the development 

of the design procedure. The design procedure was then used to develop specifications for the 

acquisition of contractor services for the installation of AVC sites. 

The specifications included materials and equipment to be used in the installation process. 

Materials specifications were developed using the results of Research Study 2038 and guidelines 

provided by TxDOT. AtoChem, the manufacturer of the piezo film axle sensor, also contributed 

information for determining reliable and cost-effective materials and methods for the installation 

of their sensors. 

Contractor Services Acquisition 

The Texas A&M University Purchasing Department acquired contractor services for the 

installation of the A VC sites. The contractor services were acquired for one year periods, so the 

following procedures were followed on an annual basis throughout the contract. A request for 
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competitive sealed bid proposals was developed using the previously determined specifications. 

The contractor was required to furnish all materials, labor, equipment, storage facilities, and 

supplies as required to initiate, facilitate, manage, and complete the A VC sites installation project 

on a timely and efficient basis. This included the required engineering, planning, coordination, 

traffic control, and supervisory services. 

The Texas A&M University Purchasing Department pre-approved eight to ten contractors 

each year of the project, then contacted them to determine their interest in participating in the 

project All of the pre-approved contractors had been utilized by 1TI or TxDOT in the past for 

similar work. The proposals were evaluated and a contractor was selected. 

Site Selection 

There are various types of classification sites located throughout the State of Texas. 

TxDOT staff determined which of these sites would be selected for permanent axle sensor 

installation under the auspices of this project. The site selection process took into account both 

the needs of the installation design procedure and the site definitions provided in both the FHW A 

Traffic Monitoring and SHRP L 1PP programs. One installation design procedure consideration 

used in site selection was that the site be relatively flat with little to no rutting or pavement wear, 

because the permanent piezo film axle sensor comes in a rigid aluminum channel. Both rural 

and urban locations were chosen for sites. 
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Traffic Control Plans 

The contractor provided traffic control during A VC site installation, except for sites in 

heavily travelled urban areas or in other complex situations where a separate traffic control 

subcontractor was hired. The installation contractor was required to submit a site specific Traffic 

Control Plan (TCP) for every site installed. This required a trip to each site prior to installation 

to preview the site and prepare the TCP. The contractor's Professional Engineer was responsible 

for this effort. He was also responsible for submitting a set of typical traffic control drawings 

for two, four, six, eight and ten-lane sites. All TCP drawings were submitted to TxDOT for 

approval. 

Site Preparation Prior to Installation 

After site selection, each A VC site was marked by TxDOT personnel. On the day of 

installation, the contractor crew and the TTI inspector met at the site to be installed. The 

contractor crew chalk traced the pavement for loop, axle sensor, and lead-in wire and cable runs. 

The detailed procedure for chalk tracing the site included the following steps: 

1. Trace the sensor channel and other cuts starting at the outside edge of the lane 

(right wheel path). Make sure channel is perpendicular to traffic. 

2. Mark all saw cuts with a chalk line. 

3. Mark the lead-in cable slot with a chalk line starting at the center of the channel 

end closest to the control box location and ending at the edge of pavement. 
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4. Spray all chalk lines with a clear coating (clear lacquer) to prevent chalk from 

being blown or washed away. 

Sensor Installation 

Specific installation procedures were followed for the installation of both piezo-film axle 

sensors (ROADTRAX Series P Traffic Sensors) and inductive loop detectors. These procedures 

are described in detail below. 

Piezo-Film Axle Sensors 

Each axle sensor consists of a one-inch square cross-section aluminum U-shaped. channel 

that contains the piezo-film strip surrounded by an elastomer. The sensor is approximately six 

feet (75 inches) in length and comes with 100 feet of coaxial cable. The sensor is installed in 

the road with the top part (rubber) positioned 1/8 inch (plus or minus 1/16 inch) below the 

pavement surface in the right wheel path. In order to accomplish this, a channel is cut in the 

pavement using a "plunge saw" (ganged saw blades) to cut the slot. The measurements for the 

channel are 1.8 inches± 0.10 inches in width, 1.6 inches (minimum) in depth, and 77 inches in 

length. This channel must be perpendicular to traffic. Epoxy grout (the pourable mixture of 

resin plus hardener) is poured into the excavated sensor slot. The sensor is immediately pushed 

gently downward into the epoxy grout before curing begins, extruding the epoxy from each of 

the four sides. The excess epoxy grout is troweled to a smooth surface surrounding the sensor. 

Under no circumstances should the sensor be bent to conform to the pavement cross-section. No 

other material besides epoxy should be used to backfill the sensor slot. A slot is cut from the 
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end of the channel to the edge of the road for one lead-in cable. No more than one cable is be 

placed in each slot. Adequate epoxy cure time must be observed before allowing traffic to pass 

over the installed sensor. 

The following is a step-by-step description of the axle sensor installation procedure. 

1. Trace the channel starting at the outside edge of the lane (right wheel path). Make 

sure channel is perpendicular to traffic. 

2. Mark the channel with a chalk line to indicate the saw cuts. 

3. Mark the lead-in cable slot with a chalk line starting at the center of the channel end 

closest to the control box location and ending at the edge of pavement. 

4. Spray all chalk lines with a clear coating (clear lacquer) to prevent chalk from being 

blown away. 

S. Make 1/4-inch width saw cuts such as inductance loops and sensor cable slot. The 

sensor cable slot must be cut prior to installing the sensor. 

6. For the sensor channel, cut the pavement with a concrete "plunge saw" to a depth of 

1.6 inches minimum and a width of 1.8 inches± 0.10 inches with the ganged saw 

blades. The cable slot will have been pre-cut to 1/4 inch wide and one inch deep. 

THE SENSOR SLOT PROCEDURE SHALL NOT USE A JACK HAMMER. 

7. Use air compressor to blow all dust, water, and debris from the channel. 

8. The TTI Inspector records the sensor serial number and tests it using a rubber mallet 

before it is placed in the pavement slot. The sensor is supported along its full length, 

then struck twice with the rubber mallet. The resulting signal is then recorded on a 

strip chart recorder. 
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9. Following testing and approval by the ITI Inspector, the contractor covers the entire 

length of the sensor along the top with duct tape. 

10. Mix the epoxy1 and hardener until a uniform color is obtained and then pour into the 

prepared sensor channel. Position sensor in channel by applying downward force to 

sink the sensor into the poured epoxy grout. The sensor is to be positioned 1/8 inch 

(± 1/16 inch) below the road surface in the right wheel path. The sensor should not 

rest on the bottom or the sides of the channel. An aluminum jig may be used to 

maintain this position as desired. Smooth the epoxy using a trowel, and discard any 

excess epoxy. 

11. Place cable into pre-cut slot and seat with a blunt tool, then seal with 3M loop 

sealant.2 

12. When epoxy has hardened, the duct tape is removed and (optional) jig tabs are 

broken off. 

13. Add three or more layers of scale tape (e.g. Polyguard) to build up sensor to match 

pavement level. Each strip of tape is two inches wide, except the final (top) layer 

which is four inches wide. 

14. When lane is reopened to traffic, the ITI Inspector uses a strip chart recorder to test 

the sensor. One contractor truck pulling a trailer should be made available for 

driving across the sensor. 

1 E-Bond Epoxies, Inc. P.O. Box 23069, 501 NE 33rd St, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33307 

2 Consolidated Traffic Controls, Inc., P.O. Box 3461, Arlington, TX 76010-3461 
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Inductive Loop Detectors 

The following is a step-by-step description of the inductive loop detectors installation 

procedure. 

1. Wire colors by lane are: Lane 1: brown; Lane 2: red; Lane 3: orange; Lane 4: 

yellow. Upstream (entry) loops use solid colors and downstream (exit) loops use a 

white stripe with the same colors stated above. For example, the lane 1 entry loop 

uses a solid brown, and the exit loop uses a brown/white stripe. 

2. Loop dimensions should be 6 feet by 8 feet with the 8-f oot dimension being parallel 

to the centerline of the roadway. The loops should be centered in the lane with a 

minimum distance of 5 feet between adjacent loops. For narrow roadways where the 

5-foot minimum cannot be maintained when the loop is centered in the lane, the 6-

foot width should be reduced. 

3. Lateral tolerances for saw cuts on the loops should be a maximum of ± 1/2 inch 

from the center of the chalk line. The TTI Inspector will inspect the chalk lines and 

saw cuts to insure adherence to these tolerances. 

4. Each saw cut should be a minimum of one inch in depth to insure adequate cover 

over loop wires by 3M loop sealant. Wires should be pushed downward (seated) 

with a blunt object so as to keep them in the bottom of the cuts. 

5. Begin marking and cutting lanes farthest from the cabinet For a two-lane roadway, 

begin in lane 2. Make all saw cuts, run all wires within that lane, and seal all cuts 

before moving on to lane 1. The process is similar for a four-lane roadway which 

uses two cabinets -- begin with lane 2. For a four-lane roadway with only one 
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cabinet, do lanes 3 and 4 simultaneously, then do lanes I and 2 simultaneously. 

6. Procedure for installing wire in each loop: for each lane, begin 15 feet beyond the 

cabinet (point X on Figure 1 of Appendix section #P0991/02) rolling wire off the 

spool. As one person walks along the saw cuts with the spool, another follows 

behind to secure the wires in the cuts. This following person carefully seats each 

wire in the cuts using a blunt object so as not to cut the insulation on the wiring. 

From point X, proceed to point Y, then A to B to C to D and back to A in that 

order. This forms one complete counterclockwise turn of wire. Complete two more 

turns, returning then to point Y and to point X. Repeat the process for other loops. 

7. Seal each loop with 3M loop sealant. Hold a slight downward pressure against the 

wires in the loops by the tube nozzle as sealant is applied, encapsulating the wires. 

Fill the saw cuts completely so that sealant is flush with (but not above) the roadway 

surface. Smooth top surface of sealant. 

8. Once all wires from all loops and piezoelectric sensors have been installed and 

sealed, they should be cut to the same length and taped together for pulling through 

the conduit to the cabinet. After all wires have been pulled into the cabinet, they 

should be cut so as to allow a minimum of 4 feet extending into the cabinet. 

9. At the edge of the roadway, saw cuts should be deep enough so that all wiring has 

a minimum of one inch cover for protection. The TI1 Inspector judges the adequacy 

of this depth. Once wires are pulled through the conduit, a polyurethane foam plug 

and loop sealant are applied at the interface between the pavement edge and end of 

the conduit to encapsulate the wires and waterproof this area as much as possible. 
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Cabinet Installation 

The specification for the detector (control) cabinet installation provides details on both 

the entrenchment scheme and the concrete foundation. The detailed process of installation is 

described as follows: 

1. All cabinet foundations are located by one of the following criteria: 

a. installed as marked by TxDOT stake near right-of-way (ROW), or 

b. if not marked, at 30 feet from travel lane to nearest edge of slab, or 

c. as far as possible from edge of roadway but not outside ROW, or 

d. in some special circumstances, as approved by TTI Inspector who has contacted 

the local TxDOT District office for approval. Such change should be recorded as a 

Field Change that is initialed by both the TTI Inspector and the Contractor's 

Foreman. 

2. Pouring of foundations should be done immediately upon arrival at each job site to 

allow time for the concrete to cure while the remainder of the work at the site is 

being completed. All concrete require a cure time of a minimum of 24 hours before 

installing the cabinet. This cure time will be longer when the ambient temperature 

drops below 50° Fahrenheit (F) at night. 

3. All concrete slabs should be poured using standard sacked cement containing pea 

gravel to one-inch size rock combined with sand and portland cement to attain 3,000 

psi test in 28 days. 

4. Reinforcing steel of 3/8 inch diameter is placed in the wet cement, so as not to touch 
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the ground. 

5. The trench should be dug its entire length to minimum dimensions of 6 inches wide 

by 18 inches deep. 

6. All conduit should be two-inch diameter schedule 40 (gray) PVC pipe. Pipe may 

have either preformed joint end or straight end. If straight, pipe connectors are used. 

All connections should be glued with PVC cement 

7. The conduit proximal to the road is sealed with a polyurethane foam plug and loop 

sealant. The conduit distal end penetrates the slab using a PVC cemented long radius 

"ell" and terminated such that the terminal pipe rests 4 inches above the finished slab 

surface. 

8. The location of the concrete slab, the ground excavation for the slab, and the slab 

form placement are verified by the TTI Inspector. The front of the slab will be 

located at the position of the TxDOT stake or as indicated by the TTI Inspector. 

9. The slab should generally be positioned so that the back of the cabinet is facing 

toward the roadway with the two-foot dimension of the slab parallel with the 

roadway. In no case should the foundation be built partially or completely on earth 

fill without the approval of the TTI Inspector. Placing the foundation on a slope 

requires excavation of the high side so that the opposite side of the foundation is at 

existing/natural ground level. Whether on flat or sloping terrain, the 4 inch by 4 inch 

beam (footer) along the bottom of the foundation should be below the existing 

ground level around its entire perimeter. A 2-inch by 4-inch timber form is laid out 

so that the 4-inch (nominal) dimension is vertical, forming a slab of this thickness 
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above the excavated flat ground and will measure two feet by three feet in the 

horizontal plane. The excavation should be flat from front to back and side to side. 

The beam will extend below the bottom of the slab level four inches to provide 

stability. 

10. The anchor bolt weldment and 3/8 inch reinforcing steel will be installed. The bolt

weldment is positioned such that it will be seven inches behind the front edge of the 

form and centered from side to side within the form. The weldment is elevated to 

provide 2 1/2 inches of threads above the finished concrete slab. The bolt threads 

should be protected with duct tape during pouring of cement. 

11. The quantity of cement should be 4 to 5 bags per slab. The two-inch by four-inch 

forms are filled to the top, finished smooth, and allowed to remain undisturbed for 

10 to 15 minutes, then curb troweled. 

12. Mix the water to form cement in the proportions provided for by the manufacturer, 

usually printed on the bag. This water/cement ratio is usually four quarts of water 

per bag of cement. Only the TTI Inspector can approve additional water, and he will 

stipulate how much additional water will be allowed in one-quart increments. If too 

much water is added for a given amount of cement, add more bag mix to attain the 

correct consistency. Do not pour off water from the top of the cement-water 

mixture. More cement must be added to correct the consistency. 

13. The TTI Inspector inspects the slab and approves the installation of the cabinet when 

sufficient concrete cure time has elapsed. Begin installation of cabinet components. 

Bolt the aluminum base to the slab. Insert the threaded end of the pipe into the base 
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and tighten until snug. Bolt the collar to the bottom of the cabinet. Install the 

cabinet with collar assembly onto the pipe, making sure it is aligned with the 

roadway and that it is level. Tighten set bolts to the pipe to secure the cabinet in this 

position. 

Sensor Testing 

Prior to installation the axle sensors were tested with an oscilloscope and a capacitance 

meter. After the installation was completed, the axle sensors were tested to ensure that they were 

not damaged during the installation process. The Inductive loop wire was similarly tested for 

continuity using an ohmmeter or a continuity tester. 

Site Clean-up 

After completion of the installation and prior to the contractor's crew departing each site, 

the crew removed all accumulation of waste materials and rubbish caused by the work under this 

contract. The TTI Inspector ensured that each site was left in a clean and neat condition. 
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RESULTS 

Specifications and installation procedures were developed to install and verify A VC 

systems at various sites throughout the State of Texas. A critical path method was used to 

determine the time-optimal sequence of tasks needed to be accomplished. This method was used 

to minimize both the installation time and possible delays caused by lane closure during the 

installation process. Once the specifications, installation procedures, and pre-designated sites 

were determined, a site installation schedule was established. 

Site Installation Schedule 

The site installation schedule was based on environmental conditions. The epoxy used 

during sensor installation is a self leveling epoxy grout, which has a pourable consistency when 

the product temperature is ?(f For higher. Lower temperatures thicken the product substantially 

resulting in much slower cure and set times. Longer required cure and set times dictate longer 

lane closure times. This temperature dictated time requirement was significant. For example, 

when the ambient air temperatures fell below 7ff F, the epoxy set time took as much as 2 hours. 

However, when the temperature was 80° F and above, the set and cure time was 30 minutes. 

Under the higher temperatures and normal conditions, it took 2 hours to install a 2-lane site. At 

lower temperatures, installations were still possible, but required a longer time period. When 

temperature was below (j(f F a wooden box 7 feet (ft) x 1.5 ft x 1.5 ft equipped with 8 high

wattage bulbs was used to heat the pavement and decrease the epoxy setting time. Therefore, 
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it was preferable that a site be installed when the temperature is above 7ff F, and the site 

installation schedule reflected this factor. 

Repairs 

After the first set of sites were installed, some sites were reported to have malfunctions. 

Each site that was reported as not functioning was investigated to determine the cause of 

malfunction. After investigation, all of the sites that were reported as malfunctioning fell into 

three categories: damage to axle sensors, damage to cabinets, and axle sensor failure. Each of 

these malfunctions is discussed below in detail. 

Damage to axle sensors 

When the first set of sites were installed, axle sensors were installed with 1/8 inch of 

polyurethane protruding. In the Panhandle and North Texas areas, it was discovered that snow 

plows had damaged some of these axle sensors during snow removal operations. To solve this 

problem the installation procedure was modified so that axle sensors are installed flush (or as 

flush as rutting allows) with the pavement surface. 

Damage to cabinets 

It was discovered that some cabinets were hit by mowers during mowing operation, or 

by vehicles that had lost control and left the traveled way. Damage to cabinets caused the loop 

wire and axle sensor cable to be severed at the base of the cabinet. Because splicing was not 

allowed within 60 feet of the edge of the road and cabinets were located about 30 feet from the 

edge of the road, these sites had to be reinstalled. 
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Axle sensor failure 

It was also discovered that a few of the axle sensors had problems that were attributed 

to the manufacturing process. 

• In some of the first axle sensors, the Polyurethane containing the piezo film element 

was not glued properly to the aluminum channel. This caused the breakage of the 

piezo film, and therefore the failure of the axle sensor. 

• Water penetration caused a short-circuit in a few of the sensors. A new version of 

the sensor with better water-proofing was issued. 

• After a new version of the sensor was manufactured and after few installations, it 

was discovered that some of the installed sensors were failing because the piezo film 

used to make them was too brittle. This caused either an intermittent short or open

circuit rendering the axle sensor inoperable. 

TIT worked closely with Atochem, the manufacturer of the piezo film axle sensors, to 

remedy all problems that occurred during this process. All these problems were fixed and a final 

version of the sensor (called Rev. D) was manufactured by AtoChem. All subsequently installed 

sites have Rev. D axle sensors. 

A table detailing the number and location by district of sites that were installed during 

the project is found below. The table also enumerates the number of sites in each district that 

required repair. 
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Number of Lanes Installed and Repaired 

District 1988-1989 1989-1990 1990-1991 1991-1992 Total 

New Repair New Repair New Repair New Repair New Repair 
Lanes Lanes Lanes Lanes Lanes 

1 12 3 30 42 3 

2 42 42 

3 12 46 58 

4 29 69 98 

5 23 35 5 91 149 5 

6 16 4 101 117 4 

7 8 112 6 120 6 

B 16 50 66 

9 16 69 85 

10 16 102 2 118 2 

11 14 212 7 226 7 

13 12 4 6 16 6 

14 12 12 

15 42 BO 17 122 17 

16 12 12 

17 22 78 1 100 1 

18 45 l 2 46 7 

19 68 68 

20 6 179 2 38 223 2 

21 14 108 7 122 7 

23 8 52 60 

24 28 23 51 

25 16 30 46 

Annual 421 577 16 441 46 560 1999 62 
Total 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A procedure was developed to successfully install Automatic Vehicle Oassification sites 

in the most cost-efficient and expeditious manner possible, while still meeting all of the criteria 

specified by TxDOT. The total number of lanes installed since the inception of this study is 

1999. The sites installed had two and more lanes, and are located throughout Texas. 
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PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE 

ROADTRAX SERIES P TRAFFIC SENSORS 

Introduction 

Each sensor consists of a one-inch square cross-section aluminum U-shaped channel that 
contains the piezo·film strip surrounded by an elastomer. The sensor is approximately six feet 
175 inches) in length and comes with 100 feet of coaxial cable. 

The sensor shall be installed in the road with the top part (rubber! positioned l /8 inch !plus 
or minus 1 /1 6 inchl below the pavement surface in the right wheel path. In order to 
accomplish this, a channel is cut in the pavement using a "plunge saw" (ganged saw blades) 
to cut the slot. The measurements for the channel are 1.85 inches.±. 0.1 O inches in width, 
1.625 inches (minimum) in depth, and 77 inches in length. This channel shall be 
perpendicular to traffic. Epoxy grout (the pourable mixture of resin plus hardener) is poured 
into the excavated sensor slot. The sensor is immediately pushed gently downward into the 
epoxy grout before curing begins, extruding the epoxy from each of the four sides. The 
excess epoxy grout is troweled to a smooth surface surrounding the sensor. The sensor shall 
not be bent to conform to the pavement cross-section. No other material besides epoxy shall 
be used to backfill the sensor slot. A slot Is cut from the end of the channel to the edge of 
the road for one lead-in cable. No more than one cable shall be placed in each slot. Adequate 
epoxy cure time shall be observed before allowing traffic to pass over the installed sensor. 

Installation Procedure 

The following is a step-by-step description of the installation procedure. 

1 . Trace the channel starting at the outside edge of the lane (right wheel path). Make 
sure channel is perpendicular to traffic. 

2. Mark the channel with a chalk line to indicate the saw cuts. See Figure 1 . 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Mark the lead-in cable slot with a chalk line starting at the center of the channel end 
closest to the control box location and ending at the edge of pavement. 

Spray all chalk lines with a clear coating lclear lacquer) to prevent chalk from being 
blown away. 

Make 1 /4-inch width saw cuts such as inductance loops and sensor cable slot. The 
sensor cable slot must be cut prior to installing the sensor. 

For the sensor channel, cut the pavement with a concrete "plunge saw• to a depth of 
1.625 inches minimum and width 1.85 inches ± 0. 10 inches with the ganged saw 
blades. See Figure 2. The cable slot will have been pre-cut to 1 /4 inch wide and one 
inch deep. See Figure 1. THE SENSOR SLOT PROCEDURE SHALL NOT USE A JACK 
HAMMER. 

Use air compressor to blow all dust, water, and debris from the channel. 

SENSOR CHANNEL CHALK LINES 

C!IAL K l!NE 

FIO;JRE: 1 
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8. The TxDOT Inspector shall record the sensor serial number and test it using a rubber 
mallet before it is placed in the pavement slot. The sensor shall be supported along 
its full length, then struck twice with the rubber mallet. The resulting signal wilt be 
recorded on a strip chart recorder. 

9. Following testing and approval by the TxDOT Inspector, the contractor shall cover the 
entire length of the sensor along the top with duct tape. 

10. Mix the epoxy' and hardener until a uniform color is obtained and then pour into the 
prepared sensor channel. See Figure 3. Position sensor in channel by applying 
downward force to sink the sensor into the poured epoxy grout. The sensor shall be 
positioned 1 /8 inch t±. 1116 inch) below the road surface in the right wheel path. The 
sensor shall not rest on the bottom or the sides of the channel. An aluminum jig may 
be used to maintain this position as desired. Smooth the epoxy using a trowel, and 
discard any excess epoxy. See Figure 4. 

11. Place cable Into pre-cut slot and seat with a blunt tool. then seal with loop sealant. 2 

See Figure 5. 

12. When epoxy has hardened, the duct tape is removed and (optional) jig tabs are broken 
off. 

13. Add three or more layers of scale tape (e.g. Polyguardl to build up sensor to match 
pavement level. Each strip of tape is two inches wide except the final (top} layer 
which is four inches wide. 

14. When lane is reopened to traffic, the TxDOT Inspector uses a strip chart recorder to 
test the sensor. One contractor truck pulling a trailer shall be made available for 
driving across the sensor. 

' E·Bond Epoxies, Inc. P.O. Box 23069, 501 NE 33rd St .• Fort Lauderdale, FL 33307 
2 Consolidated Traffic Controls, Inc., P.O. Box 3461, Arlington, TX 76010-3461 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

PROCESS SPECIFICATION 

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE 
INDUCTIVE LOOP DETECTORS 

Wire colors by lane are: Lana 1: brown; Lane 2: red; Lane 3: orange; Lane 4: yellow. 
Upstream (entry} loops use solid colors end downstream (exitl loops use a white stripe 
with the same colors stated above. For example, the lane 1 entry loop uses a solid 
brown and the exit loop uses a brown/white stripe. 

Loop dimensions shall be 6·feet by 8-feet with the 8 foot dimension being parallel to 
the centerline of the roadway. The loops shall be centered in the lane with a minimum 
distance of 5 feet between adjacent loops. For narrow roadways where the 5-loot 
minimum cannot be maintained when the loop is centered in the lane, the 6-foot width 
shall be reduced. 

The sew cuts for a two-lane and one side of a four-lane installation shall be as shown 
by Figures 1 and 2. Lateral tolerances for saw cuts on the loops shall be a maximum 
of.±. 1 /2 inch from the center of the chalk line. The TxDOT Inspector will inspect the 
chalk lines and saw cuts to insure adherence to these tolerances. 

4. Each saw cut shall be a minimum of one inch in depth to insure adequate cover over 
loop wires bv 3M loop sealant. Wires shall be pushed downward (seated) with a blunt 
object so as to keep them in the bottom of the cuts. 

5. Begin marking end cutting lanes in the lanels) farthest from the cabinet. For a two
lane roadway, begin in lane 2. Make all saw cuts, run all wires within that lane, and 
seal all cuts before moving on to lane 1. The process is similar for a four-lane roadway 
which uses two cabinets •• begin with lane 2. For a four-lane roadwey with only one 
cabinet, do lanes 3 end 4 simultaneously, then do lanes 1 and 2 simultaneously. 

6. Procedure for installing wire in each loop: tor each lane, begin 15 feet beyond the 
cabinet (point X on Figure 1) rolling wire off the spool. As one person walks along the 
saw cuts with the spool, another follows behind to secure the wires in the cuts. This 
following person shall carefully seat each wire in the cuts using a blunt object so as 
not to cut the insulation on the wiring. From point X, proceed to point Y, then A to 
B to C to 0 and back to A in that order. This forms one complete counterclockwise 
turn of wire. Complete two more turns. returning then to point Y and to point X. 
Repeat the process for other loops et the appropriate time. 

7. Seal each loop with 3M loop sealant. Hold a slight downward pressure against the 
wires in the loops by the tube nozzle as sealant is applied, encapsulating the wires, 
Fill the saw cuts completely so that sealant is flush with !but not above) the roadway 
surface. Smooth top surface of sealant. 

a. 

9. 

Once all wires from all loops and piezoelectric sensors have been installed and sealed. 
they should be cut to the same length and taped together for pulling through the 
conduit to the cabinet. After all wires have been pulled into the cabinet, they should 
be cut so as to allow a minimum of 4 feet extending into the cabinet. 

At the edge of the roadway, saw cuts shall be deep enough so that all wiring has a 
minimum of one inch cover for protection. The TxDOT Inspector shall judge the 
adequacy of this depth. Once wires are pulled through the conduit, a polyurethane 
foam plug end loop sealant shalt be applied at the interface between the pavement 
edge and end of the conduit to encapsulate the wires and waterproof this area as 
much as possible. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

PROCESS SPECIFICATION 

Traffic Control 

Safety is the primary concern when working on the roadway. If either the TxOOT 
Inspector or the Contractor's Foreman feels that a situation is unduly hazardous, then 
the work shall cease until a suitable improvement is found. 

The contractor shall provide traffic control devices which are in good working order 
and shall apply them in a manner which is consistent with the Texas Manual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices, (TMUTCDI appropriate Barricade and Construction 
Standards. or other documents appropriate to this work. If at any time traffic control 
devices become ineffective. they shall jromedjatelv be replaced or otherwise corrected 
as needed. This includes warning signs which are blown over by the wind or by trucks 
passing near them. If the Contractor's Foreman or any of his crew, or a traffic control 
contractor if one is employed, fail to correct a deficiency as soon as it is made known. 
the TxOOT Inspector shall shut the job down immediately and the irresponsible 
personnel shall be subject to termination. 

Typical drawings for two and four-lane traffic control are attached from the ~ 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Deyjces. These are Figures 4, 5, and 6. NQIE: 
These are examples onlv and should not necessarily be construed as appropriate for 
direct application to a field situation. It is the responsibility of the contractor to 
instruct his field personnel regarding changes which occur in the TMUTCD. The 
Contractor's Foreman shall be qualified to design and install a complete traffic control 
plan based on both formal training and substantial field experience in installing traffic 
control. 

No work shall be done on the roadway without proper traffic control. For this type 
work. 28-inch traffic cones, 48-inch by 48-inch black on orange warning signs, 
flaggers. arrow board(sl, and other appropriate devices prescribed by the TMUTCO 
shall be provided. All contractor personnel shall wear an approved orange vest and 
orange baseball cap. The only exception to the orange cap is an approved (American 
National Standards Institute, ANSI Z89.1 Class A,B,CI hard hat. The vests and head 
gear shall be kept reasonably clean so as to maintain their color and appearance. 
Vests shall remain fastened at all times to provide the appropriate appearance and 
conspicuity. The contractor shall provide replacement safety gear to meet this 
requirement or as directed by TxDOT. 

Lane closures shall generally begin by installing the first upstream warning sign and 
proceeding toward the downstream end of the project. The vehicle used to place 
traffic control devices on the roadway shall have an arrow board attached and flashing 
so as to be in full view of approaching motorists. The installation of traffic control is 
often the most hazardous aspect of a lane closure, so the contractor should use even 
greater precautions for protection of work force personnel and the motoring public. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

The Contractor's Foreman and the person(sl he leaves in charge when he is away from 
the job site shall be both formally trained in traffic control and have demonstrated 
through field experience the capability of installing and maintaining adequate traffic 
control. The formal training requirement shall be met through successful completion 
of a short course such as "Safe Handling of Traffic in Construction and Maintenance 
Areas," taught by the Texas Engineering Extension Service. The contractor shall 
identify the person in charge of traffic control before beginning work. This person shall 
be responsible for insuring that flaggers are properly trained regarding flagging 
procedures contained in the TMUTCD. 

For two-lane roadway installations and repairs, flaggers shall be in place on the 
roadway before the lane closure begins. One flagger shall be maintained on a 
continuous basis for each direction tor the duration of the lane closures. Each flagger 
shall be relieved after a maximum of two hours. 

All contractor vehicles shall be parked completely off the roadway or behind a proper 
lane closure. These vehicles shall all be parked on the same fild.e. of the roadway. 
Entry and exit from the traffic stream within the workzone shall be done with extreme 
caution. 

The TxOOT Inspector and Contractor foreman shall discuss any obvious deviations 
from the Contractor (P.E.l·provided traffic control plan/s and/or any/all obviously 
"unsafe" behaviors/practices and effect corrective action/s. TX DOT officials may 
intervene in specific situations to "stop the work" or "stop the (allegedly) improper 
procedure/practice" and may even "dictate the specific remedy". 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE 
DETECTOR(CONTROL)CABINET 

All cabinet foundations shall be located by one of the following criteria: 
al installed as marked by TxOOT stake near right-of-way !ROW), or 
bl if .not marked, at 30 feet from travel lane to nearest edge of alab, or 
cl as far as possible from edge of roadway but not outside ROW, or 
di in some special circumstances, as approved by TxOOT Inspector who has contacted the 
local TxOOT District office for approval. Such change shall be recorded as a Field Change that 
is Initialed by both TxOOT Inspector and the Contractor's Foreman. 

Pouring of foundations shall be done immediately upon arrival at each job site to allow time for 
the concrete to cure while the remainder of the work at the aite is being completed. All 
concrete shall cure for a minimum of 24 hours before installing the cabinet, and longer when 
the ambient temperature drops below 50 degrees F at night. 

All concrete slabs shall be poured using standard sacked cement containing pea gravel to one· 
inch size rock combined with sand and portland cement to attain 3,000 psi test in 28 days. 

Reinforcing steel shall be 318 Inch diameter, placed in the wet cement so es not to touch the 
ground. Placement of the steel shall be according to Figures A and B. 

The trench shall be dug its entire length to minimum dimensions of 6 inches wide by 18 inches 
deep as Indicated in Figure A. 

All conduit shall be two-inch diameter schedule 40 {gray) PVC pipe. Pipe may have either 
preformed joint end or straight end. If straight, pipe connectors shall be used. All connections 
shall be glued with PVC cement. 

1. The conduit proximal to the road shall be sealed with a polyurethane foam plug and loop 
sealant. The conduit distal end shall pene1tate the slab using a PVC cemented tong radius ·eu• 
and terminated such that the terminal pipe rests 4 inches above the finished slab surface. 

8. The location of the concrete slab, the ground excavation for the slab. and the slab form 
placement shall be verified bv the TxOOT Inspector. The front of the slab shall be located at 
the position of the TxDOT stake or as Indicated by the TxDOT Inspector. 

9. The slab shall generally be positioned so that the back ot the cabinet is facing toward the 
roadway with the two-foot dimension of the slab parallel with the roadway. In no case shall 
the foundation be built partially or completely on earth fill without the approval of the TxDOT 
Inspector. Placing the foundation on a slope requires excavation of the high side so that the 
opposite side of the foundation is at existing/natural ground level. Whether on flat or sloping 
terrain, the 4 inch by 4 inch beam Uooterl along the bottom of the foundation shall be below 
the existing ground level around Its entire perimeter as shown in Figure 3. A 2-inch by 4·inch 
timber form shall be laid out so that the 4-inch lnominall dimension is vertical, forming a slab 
of this thickness above the excavated flat ground and will measure two feet by three feet in 
the horiwntal plane. The excavation shall be flat from front to back and side to side. The 
beam will extend below the bottom of the slab level four inches as shown in Figures A, B, and 
C to provide stability. 

10. 

1 l. 

12. 

13. 

The anchor bolt weldment and 3/8 Inch reinforcing steel shall be installed as shown In Figure 
B. The bolt weldment shall be positioned such that it will be seven inches behind the front 
edge of the form and centered from side to side within the form. The weldment shall be 
elevated to provide 2 112 inches of threads above the finished concrete slab. The bolt threads 
shall be protected with duet tape during pouring of cement. 

The Quantity of cement shall be 4 to 5 bags per slab. The two inch by four inch forms shall 
be filled to the top, finished smooth, and allowed to remain undisturbed for 10 to 15 minutes, 
then curb troweled. 

The contractor shall mix the water to form cement in the proportions provided for by the 
manufacturer, usually printed on the bag. This water/cement ratio is usually four quarts of 
water per bag of cement. Only the TxOOT Inspector can approve additional water and he will 
stipulate bow much additional water will be allowed in one-quart increments. If too much 
water Is added for a given amount of cement, the contractor shall add more bag mix to attain 
the correct consistency. He lllillllm pour off water from the top of the cement-water mixture. 
More cement must be added to correct the consistency. 

The TxOOT Inspector shall inspect the slab and approve the installation of the cabinet when 
sufficient concrete cure time has elapsed. Begin Installation ot cabinet components. Bolt the 
aluminum base to the slab. Insert the threaded end of the pipe into the base and tighten until 
snug. Bolt the collar to the bottom of the cabinet. Install the cabinet with collar assembly 
onto the pipe, making sure It is aligned with the roadway and that it is level. Tighten set bolts 
to the pipe to secure the cabinet in this position. 

Rev.A 
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PROCESS SPECIFICATION 

MIXING INSTRUcTioNS 

FLEXANE LIQUID URATHANES 

Flexane 80 
Liquid Urethane 

PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
SHEET 1 of : 
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MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 

Flexane 

1. Pour liquid Flexane resin and curing agent into plastic mixing container provided 
in the shipping box. Stir the mixture vigorously for two minutes. Be sure to mix 
along bottom and sides of can. 

2. Wipe spatula clean; mix again for two additional minutes. Flexane is now ready to 
use. Its cure time in moderate to high temperature ranges is 30 minutes (Flexane 
80). 

3. The sensor slot and pavement surface beside the sensor shall be clean, dry, and 
free of debris. Approximately 3.5 pounds of Flexane is required for each lane if the 
sensor is placed 1/8 inch below the pavement surface. 

4. Upon sufficient curing of Flexane, cover with Polyguard, and the sensor is ready 
for traffic and testing with a strip chart recorder. 

PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
SHEET 2 of -
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PROCESS SPECIFICATION 

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS 

PRODUCTS 
OF CHEMISTRY 

AND RESEARCH 

E-BOND EPOXY 

E-BOND EPOXIES, INC. 
P.O. Box 23069 501 N.E. 33 rd. Street 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33307 
(305) 566-6555 FAX: 305-566-6663 

PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
SHEET 1 of 2 
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MIXING INSTRUCilONS 

E-Bond Epoxy 

1. The pavement slot for the piezoelectric sensor shall be prepared using a "plunge 
saw" (ganged saw blade), cutting a slot which is 1.85 inches + 0.10 inches in width. 
The slot shall be cut to the proper dimensions, be reasonably dry (no standing 
water), and be completely free of loose debris. 

2 Epoxy resin shall be prewarmed at least 30 minutes prior to time for its use. This 
can be done by placing full unopened cans inside the Sullair compressor hood next 
to the exhaust manifold. 

3. Mix prewarmed resin making sure to keep mixing element deep in the resin to 
avoid introducing air into the resin. 

4. Slowly add the contents of the premeasured curing agent container, being careful 
not to splash onto skin or into eyes. Contractor personnel who handle this mixture 
shall wear gloves. 

5. Continue to mix for 2 to 3 minutes so as to increase the temperature of the mix 
and thus reduce the cure time. As the mix begins to thicken, the person doing the 
mixing must immediately prepare to pour the mix. Note: For mixing in higher 
ambient temperatures, less time is typically required while in colder temperatures 
more time might be required. 

6. The resin and curing agent are shipped in premeasured quantities for purposes 
of mixing one can of curing agent per can of resin. Regardless of seasonal or other 
impacts on cure time, the contractor shall not add additional curing agent without 
prior approval from TII. 

7. Pour mixture into prepared sensor slot for immediate placement of sensor as 
described in Traffic Sensor Installation Procedure Specification P0991/01. 

REV.A 
.Sl i.1.92. 
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6TOCHEM 

alt aqultalne 

----- !Pmo-Rm 
AmS.nsots 

PIEZOELECTRIC-FILM AXLE SENSORS 

ROADTRAX SERIES P - "REVISION D" 

RULE-OF-THUMB (USAGE); 

ONE SENSOR (INSTALLED) PER EACH LANE X 
NUMBER OF LANES AT A GIVEN SITE. 
1YPICALLY 

2 LANE SITE - (2) SENSORS TO BE INSTALLED 
4 LANE SITE - (4) SENSORS TO BE INSTALLED 
6 LANE SITE - (6) SENSORS TO BE INSTALLED 
8 LANE SITE - (8) SENSORS TO BE INSTALLED 

SOURCE: 

ATOCHEM SENSORS INC. 

P.O. J!IOX 799 
VALLEY FORGE, PA 19482 

PHONE (215) 868·3500 
FAX (215) 666 .. 3509 

#TMP-0991/ A VCS-01 
SllEET l .11f 1 -· 



ROADTRAX SERIES P *DIMENSIONS 

* TO BE ORDERED/SUPPLIED AS "REVISION D" PER PETER RADICE {ATOCHEM) 9/90 

ROADTRAX SERIES P* - PRELIMINARY DATA SHEET 
(KYNAR PIEZO FILM BASED IN-THE-ROAD AXLE COUNTER) 

Output Uniformity 
Output Level 
Operating Temperature Range 
Temperature Sensitivity 
Adjacent Lane Sensitivity 
Corrosion Resistance 
Abrasion Resistance 
Hardness 
Cable 
Connector 
Hold Down Pin Material 
Frame Material 
Product Life 
Mounting Requirements 
Compression Limits (Installed) 
Dimensions 

+ 25% 
See Sheet 4 - Figure 1 
-40 to +80 °C 
0.5%/ °C Typical 
< 10% Full Scale 
Excellent 
< 90 (ASTM-D-1044 H-22 Wheel) 
60 Durometer (Shore A) 
RG-58 C/U (MIL-C-17F) 
None Typ: Call with Requirements 
ABS Plastic 
Aluminum ( 6061) 
2 year minimum 
See SHEET 4 - FIGURE 2 
500 psi 
See SHEET 3 

**ATOCHEM reserves the right to change these specifications at any time without notice. 
#TMP..L0991/ AVCS-01 
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SERIES P TYPICAL OUTPUT SIGNAL 

IN THE ROAD MEASUREMENTS 
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3M BRAND omcTOR LOOP SEALANT 

Handy quart 
cartridges feature 
a special noZZJe to fill 
sawcut Ir°"} the bottom up, allowing 
encapsulation of the loop wires. 
Also avarlable in 5-gal/on pails tor 
bulk pumping systems. 

PURCHASING 
SPECIFICATION 

Purchase as 3M Brand 
DETECTOR LOOP SEALANT 

#62-5794-6320-9 

SUPPLIED IN 1 QUART CARTRIDGE 

RECOMMENDED SOURCE: 

CONSOLIDATED TRAFFIC CONTROLS. me. 
P. O. Box 3461 
ARLINGTON, TX 76010-3461 
(817) 265-3421 

#TMP-0991/ AVCS-03 
CsHE::T i c:= ~) 



DETECTOR LOOP SEALANT 

3M BRAND OffiCTOR LOOP SEALANT 

-
. , ' 4',,, steps to ctirrecfly prepare 

. . ~ .,,. . 
._. the detector lccp fer traffic. 

3. tnstaJl loop wires· 

#TMP-0991/ AVCS-03 



DETECTOR LOOP SEALANT 

3M BRANO DETECTOR LOOP SEALANT 

3M I.D. NUMBER: 

62-5794-5220-2 
62-5794-9520-1 

1. INGREDIENT 

polystyrene 
talc 
polypropylene triol 
naphthol spirits 
po1ypropy1ene glycol 
2-ethoxyethyJ acetate 
toluene diisocyanate 
toluene 
amorphous silica 
zinc oxide 
titanium dioxide 
carbon black 

2. PHYSICAL DATA 

BOILING POI:tT 
{toluene) 

VAPOR PRESSURE 
@ 68F 

VAPOR DEilSITY 
EVAPOP.ATION RATE 
SOLUBILITY IN 1-/ATER 
SP. GRAVITY 
PERCENT VOLATILE 
VOLATILE ORGAUICS 
pH 

62-5794-6320-9 
62-5794-9920-3 

62-5794-8520-2 

PERCENT 

20.0 - 30.0 
20.0 - 30.0 
15. 0 - 25.0 
10.0 - 20.0 
l. 0 - 10.0 
1.0 - 10.0 
1.0 - 10.0 
1.0 - 10.0 
1.0 - 10.0 
1.0 - 10.0 
1. 0 - 10.0 
o.o - 1.0 

232.00 F 

25.1900 mmHg 

3.00 Air = l 
3.00 Ether = 1 
Nil 
1.200 Water =- 1 
20.00 % 
241.00 gm/I 
NIA 
ca. 30000.0 CPS VISCOSITY 

APPEARANCE AND ODOR Gray, thick liquid, solvent odor 

3. FIRE ANO EXPLOSION HAZARD !JATA 

FLASH POINT 
FLAMMABLE LIMITS - LEL 
FLAMMABLE LIMITS - UEL 
AUTO I GN ITI ON TEMPERATURE 
EXTWGUISHING MEDIA 

C02. foam, dry chemicals, water 

40.00 F 
1.27 ~ ---------------
7 .00 ~ 
NI)) #TMP-0991/ AVCS-03 

(SRE:: I .:;, C'\: =-; 
r -:in 



OLSSPEC 

l.O SCOPE 

PROPOSED SPECIF!CATION 
VEHtCLE D.ETECTOR LOOP WIRE SEALANT 

~.l This specification describes the minimum uesign, inst:a11ation and ~unc:ionai 

performance requirements of a flexible traffic loop wirt: t!ncdpsuldnt 1ntene1ea for 

se:s1ing and protet:t1ng vehicle detector loop wir@s installed in sawc:uts 1/4'' to 

3/9" wide and l l/Z" ta Z l/2• deep. 

1.2 The encapsulant is intende~ to provide compressive yield strengtn to wit~s~ana 

normal venieular craffic as well as sufficient r1exlbi1ity to withstanc normal 
movement in asphaltic and com:rete pavements, wh11" µruLectin9 t:he loop ·""1re t'rCr:l 

moisture pen~tracion, fracture and shear. 

2.0 GENERAL 

2.1 The encapsulant snail be a one-paf"'t eiastomeric compound requ1r1n9 no mixing, 

medsuring or appl;cation of heat prior to or durin9 its Installation. 

z.z The ~nc~psu1ant sha11. within its statea shelf l1fe 1n original undamageo 

pacKa9in9, cure onl1 in the presence of moistJJrP.. The rate of cure will, 

e~erefore. deoend upon temperature and relative humidity at the time of 

installat~nn. Cool. dry weather will slow curing where4s warm. humia ~eatne~ 

will accelerate curing. 

Z.3 ihe ~ncapsuldnt shell be designed tc enable vehicular traff1c to pass ove~ tne 

properly Filled sawcut immt!dictte1y after installation without track1ng or 

stringing of the material. The encapsulant shall fonn a surfdc~ skin ~1low1ng 

~xuosun: to vetiiculdr traffic within 30 minutes at 75°F and completely c:.1re :o d 

tougn, ruooter- l i k.te cons i sr.i-:m:y in two ( Z) to seven ( 7) days a ft er I nsta I 1 at~ on. 
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2.J Pr::loer-!y Tnstailed and cured encapsuldnt shall e.xhib1t res1stance to effects ot 

weuther-, ·1ehieula.r 4brasion. 1notar ofl.s, gaso11ni=!, ant1fl'1ft!.te solut"!on, oraKe 

flui~. deicing ~henricals and salt nonn•lly i:mcounterea, 1n sucn a manner tnat cne 
perfot"'!':'lance of the vehicle detector loop wire Is not 4dversely arrec~ea. 

z.s The c~red encJpsulant snall ~e temperature stanl~ dnd exhibit no degradat~on in 

performance throughout the ambiP.nt temperature ranyt!s experiencea w1t:'l1n the 

continentJl Unit~d States, Alaska, Hawa1f dnd Puerto Rico. 

2.5 The encausulant shall e~hibit minimal shrinkdy~ during or after tts 1nstal1ation; 

and in no manner affect the performance characteristics uf the material. 

2.7 The ~ncapsulant shall be designed to pennit cledn-up or mater1a1 ana app11cat1on 
equipment with non-flammable solvents such as l,l,l trichluroethane or 

Scotc~-~rip Brand Solvent No. 4 (prior tu curing of encapsulant). Should any 
encacsu i ant mater"i a 1 be a 11 owed to cure in the: aµµ 1 f Cdt ion nozz! P., 1 t sna 11 be 
able :o ~e pulled out as a solid plug. 

2.3 The encapsulant shall hdve a minimum shelf4 life fn unaamaged original containers 

when s~or"ed in a eccl, dry envtronment as follows: 9 1nonths after receipt when 

packageo in one quart car~ridges. 12 months dfter receipt when pac~aged 1n 
5-u.s. gallon pdils. The s-u.s. gallon pails snail contain 4.5 u.s. gallons of 

e~capsulant in Or"de~ :o permit application by commHrcially available pumps. 

2.3 

3.:J 

- 1 .l. -

The enc~osulan: snail he designed for roaaway installation when the surface 
t~npe!"'at:ire is !)etween 40 de9rees F Jtnd 140 de9rt=es F'. 

PHYSICAL ?ROPERTTES 

Th+! >!n<.:.rnsula••t -:.hdll t1dve the following physical propert1es in its uncure~ and 

cure~ states. 
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3.:.1 Physical propertie~ of the uncureg (wet) enc4psulan~; 

Prooertv 

A. Weignt 

a. iota 1 So 1i ds 

by iiei ~ht 

c. Viscosity 

D. :>rying Time 

Reautrement 

10.l lbs/gal 

+/- 0.3 lbs 

75 - 85~ 

10,000 • 85,000 CPS 

Touch: 24 hrs. max. 

Complete: 30 hr~. max. 

3.l.Z ?hysical prope~~ies of the cured encapsulcnt: 

Pl"'ooer"Cv Reauirement 

A. Haraness 65 - 85 

( Indentatiory) 

8. Tensile Strength SOO psi min. 

C. ::: ongat ~on 300~ m'in. 

4.0 CERTIFIC~TlON 

Test F'roceaure 

A. Weiiht/Gol1on 

B. Determination or 
Non-Volatile ContP.nt 

c. V1scos1ty 

o. Tack-Free T1me 

Test Procedure 

E. Re.x hardness 

F. Tens1le and ::ongat1on 

F. Tensile and Elongation 

~.l The sucplier shall be prepared to provide a letter of certf flcation fro~ :~e 

manufac-::.irer confir-nnng the physical properti\'!!> ident.ified in paragrapns 1.1.::. 

Gnd 3.:.2 oi this specification. 

4,2 ~ot:i ficat1on of this letter of cer-::if1cat1on, i1' requ1r'!u, sna11 be state(] on 

t!': 'is ii9ency' s pur-c:iase order and such cert.1 fi sat i 011 :$hd 11 dC:Ccmpany the mate!'"1 a I 
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5.0 PACKAGING 

S.l The encapsu\an~ snall be available in the followln9 packaging: 

S.l.l ONE-QUART CARTRIDGES: Such cartridges sha11 be equipped witn tnreaaed f1tt1ng to 

accoinmodate a screw•on nozz1e designed for insertion ind pavement sawslot 1/4" 

:o 3/8" in width and l l/Z" to Z 1/2" in aeptn. The nozzle shall be designeCI to 

pe:·:1dt filling of sawslot with encapsulant from the buttom up, w1tn m1n1mal 

was~e. The cartridge shall contain a punc~ure seal on Its nozz!e end. All 

ca!""';ridges shall be designed to permit 4pplfcat1on of encapsulant by appropr~ate 

size manual caulking gun or air-powered caulking gun. Cartridges sh~11 be 

packaged :welve (12) per case with a minimum of three (?) app11cator nozzles per 

case. 

s.1.Z FiVE-GALLON PAILS: Suen pai1s shall be OOT-37A80 open heaa pa11s and the c:vers 
snal1 :e sealed with tubular neoprene gaskets. Suen p4i1s shall contain a 

minimum of 4.5 ga11ons of encapsulant 111aterial fn order to penn1t pump1n51 

d1rec~ly frcm the pail to tne sawslot by eormnel"'C~all1 avaflaDle pumps, requ1r~ng 

inser~ion oft follower-plate in the paii to rorm an appropriate seal. 
Encacsulant material snal1 be ordered in multiples of 4.S galions. 

S.O M£ASURE~ENT 

6.l Measurement for payment shall oe made of each unit {cari:ridges or pa1ls) of 

e~c~~sulant ael1vered to the location(s) spec1r1~~ ln the tnvitation to B1a. 

C!"NHOt.!3 
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DLSTESi 
TEST METHODS 

VEHICLt DETECTOR LOOP WIRE SEALANT 

A. WE!GHT/GALLON: 

1. Equipment: The apparatus shall consist of tne following parts (Refer to risner 
CatJlog Na. 3-247). 

a. A smoothly finished round aluminum cup with external threads on tne :op 

edge, apµrc~im4tely l l/Z" In diameter 3/4" hign ana hold1ng apprcximateiy 

15 cc filled to the top edge. 

b. A snug fitting, flanged plug type lid with a concave 1nner surface and a 

l/8" hole in the top. 

c. An open centered cap or retaining ring with 1ns1de threads to matcn tne c~c 

which can be used to pull the lid in pl4ce. 

2. Preparation: Each Pycnometer must be ca11brated when new and periodically 

during use as follows: 

a. Weigh empty to the nearest 0.01 gram. 

b. Fill with water and weigh ag~in. 

c. Com~ute the difference and determine the rdctar a$ fol1ows: 

FACTOR = 8.33 
Wt. with watar - wt. empty 

3. Procedure: 

a. Weign the empty ?yenome~er to the near~st 0.01 gram. 

b. Fill cne Pycn~neter almost to the top, usin9 care to Keep a1r at a min1mum 

by: 

(1) Us7ng a small ~mount of encapsuldnt ana wor~1n9 1t 1nta the corners :o 

d1splace air. 
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(2) S1ow1y addin9 the remainder carefully d1splac1n9 a1r ~s the vol1.m1e is 
Cuilt up. 

(3) When tne eup 1s almost full, work the material tn the cup witn a 
spatula using an up and dawn ma~ion. 

(4) Then ~nooth ene surface of ene material fn the cup leaving tne edges 
hign and the center low so that the concave shape of tne 11d and ene 
encapsutan~ w;Jl force out surface air. 

c. Carefully position the lid in place centerin~ the plug 1ns1de the r1m of 

tne cup. 

d. Slide the ret4ining ring over the top and t19hten down slowly by hand unt~1 

the flanse on the lid is sea~ed on the tap edge of the eup. 

e. Remove the exeess encapsulant that e~udes from the hole, 1eav1n9 tne 
remaining ma~erial level with the tap of the hole. 

f. ~e19n the Filled Pyenometer to the nearest 0.01 gram. 

9. Calculate tr.e weight per gallon as fo11ows: 

Factor X (Weight full ·Weight empty) • lbs./ga1. 

d. OETZRM!NAT!ON OF NON-¥0LATlLE CONTENT: 

1. ?roceaure: 

0 • Accur3tely weign three closeu containers (2-ounce otntment cans or 

P.quivalent with cover~) to tne thin:t decimal place (Wl) and record the 

weight figures. 

b. Place approximately 3 to 5 grams of test material in one of the wei9heu 

containers, close thP. cover at once and weign it inmeuiately with dccuracy 

to the third decimal place (WZ). Rep~dt this proceaure For the rema1n1n9 

two containers. 

~OTE: Witn heavy materials~ it is 9ood µractice to spreau tne sample over 

tne ent~re eottam inO sides of the container to g1ve a large sur~ac: 
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c. Remove the covers rrom each ointment can and place them on the bottom. 
Place the containers in an air circulating oven for 24 hour~ at 160 aegre~~ 
r. 

NOTE: Normally the air- circulating oven Is at the specH1ea temperature 

befor-e placing the samples in the oven. 

d. At the end of the specified t1me period, remove tne containers from tne 

oven, replace the covers and allow them to cool dt room temperature. 

e. Weigh tnese containers to the third dec1mal place (W3) ana record. 

f. Compute the percent non-volatile using the following fQrmula: 

Where: 

i ~on-volatile• 
__ F_i n_a_l_w_e_i .... c_nt_o_f_s ... a;_m;;..o_l e--... X 100 
Orig1nal we;gnt of sample 

Original weignt of sample a W2 - Wl 
~inal weight of sample • W3 - Wl 

9. The ?ercent non-volatile reported will be the average of tne three samples 
run if the deviation between the samples is less than a.so:. ln case none 

of the samples fall within this deviation, new samples must ~e run. 

C. VISCOSITY: 

1. Sample Conditioning: 

a. One pint samples snall oe star~ as indicated on tne proauc: performanca 
stanaard and in turn brought to a temperature of 77 degrees + or ~ 2 

degrees F tor testin9. Stir the sample vigorously witn a spatula ror l 

m1nute immediately prior ta testing ana note any segregatea 1nater1a1 wnich 

cannot be d;spersed. 

b. DeteM'lline the viscosH1 1Jsing a Srookf1ela RVF visco1neter wit!'! a ~o. o or 7 

spindle (.is r"equiretl) rotating at 20 rpm. 
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O. iACX-FREE TIME: 

l. Procedure: 

a. Cast a film of unde9assed encap=ulant in a 1/16 tnch deep open mold similar 

eo ehat used ror the ten$ile and en1ongat1on spP.e1mens referenced in test 

1nethod section F. Fill tne mold eYen with its top and place it at 77 

aegrees F ana SO~ RH. A small sheet of smooth polyetnylene r11m {wn1c~ 

shall be clear and colorless, with no signs of plasticizer, slip agents or 

other foreign substances on the surface) ineasurin9 0.004 ~ or - 0.002 inc~ 

thick shall be pressed 1i9ntly with the thumo onto the encapsulant ana'tne~ 

withdrawn. The t1me at wh1ch the f11m no 1onser adheres tignt1y to the 

encapsulant snal1 ~e considered the tack-free t1me. 

E. REX HARONESS: 

l. Apparatus: Hardness snall oe detenn1nea w1tn a Rex durometer, Model 1700 Type 
A (with d1al ~au9e}. The durometer snould be recalibrated at le4st once eac~ 

mont~ us1ng tne procedure 1n ASi'M Test Metnoa No. o-e240-o4T, and tne 

appropriate adjustments made 1n the readings. 

z. Specimens: Spec1mens sha11 De at least 3/16 incn tn1cx. and may be obtainea by 

plyin9 up portions of the tensile and elon9at1on f11m {describ~ fn test me~nod 

sec~ion Fi after cur1n9 for 7 days •~ 77 + or - Z ae9rees F and 50~ R.H. plus Z 
~ays at. 120 degrees F. The haraness specimens snall be at least l incn in 

diameter and snall be tested witn the mold side up. Specimens with bubbles or 

otner voids, or with irregular thicknP.ss, shall be rejected. 

3. Determining tne Har~ness: Place tne plfea hardness spec1men on a heavy f1at 

steel plate. The Ourome~er sna11 then be placed on the tes~ specimen, wnile 

Keeping t~e base of the instrument parallel to the surface of tne specimen. 

The test pressure applied sha11 be just sufficient to fnsure ftnn contact of 

cne oressure plate witn the test specimen. The durometer 1ndenta~1on reaa1ng 

sha11 be ta~~n as soon as the indicator hand on the dial comes to rest, or 1f 

thts is not ?Oss1ble, at a moment when a definite change in needle speea ls 

notea. Report the avera9e of S such readin~s. 
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F. TENSIL£ ANO ELONGATION: 

l. OilutiQn dnd Degassing: St1r the encapsulant a minimum of ?.00 rapid stro~es ~o 

insure uniformity and reduce the thixotropic ge1. Weign 100 ~rdms of stirreo 

sampie into a o~e-~uart can and add 30 grams of Analytical Recyent Grade 

Toluene. Mix until unifonn. Place the can in a device suitaole for subjec:~ng 

it to a vacuum of Z9 fnci'les of mercury for lS to ZO minutes. When degass1n9 1s 

comoiete, remove the sample container and 1mmediate11 cast a f11m as describea 

be low. 

NOTE: Refer to rigure -1 for a suggested degassing device. 

2. Casting tne Fflm: 

a. Pr\:!pare a mold ror Ei" x 8" A 40 mil dlclad aluminum (or equ1valent 5" 

metal panels) by covering one surface of tne 111etal panel witn 5" wide 

Teflon Tape. (e.g. JM Brana TFE P1ast1c Tape No. 5491 or equivalent) 

b. Usi= 3M Srdnd EC-l.202T tct.pe ur masking tape, 1/16" tn1ck x l/Z" wt<'le, as a 

'
1dam 11 around the perimeter of tne mold. 

c. Pour sufficient encdpsulant Into the mold to fill the mold even w1tn its 

top. Strike the encapsulant very carefully to level it witn tne top of ~ne 

mold. Ob not entrap c! i r in the coating! 

J. Currng t?1e Encapsuldnt; PlacP. the filled meld on a level surface at 77 degrees 

F anu so:. K.H. Af!;.l!r two days at these cond1tions, remove the encapsulclnt frc.'TI 

:!'le mold; invert the l'ilan, ana continue the cure for five additional days at 

:~e same cona1t1ons. After 7 days at 77 degrees F and so~ R.H., ?lace the film 

at 120 de9rees F for Z days • 

.t. PreparatiQn or Oumobells: Punch three dumbbells from the curea rnm us1ng a 

1nicro die (Rt!fer to Figure !12). The aumooells mus~ oe !"ree from air Cutlbles, 

cratP.rs, n1ck1, segreqation, or any other ~efects. M@dsure dna recora the 

tt11cxness rJf eacn aumooell at: tne neck (narr-ow port'ion)., using a 1n1crcmeter or 
dial gau9e accurate to +- or - l mll • Taite a tota 1 of thrP.~ re.stl1 ny at vdri uus 

locac1ons on t:he nee.>:: ano l"ec.ort1 t.h~ 91edian (T, incnes). rne max1mum c:ntckness 

var'iatrnri ~long ~he neck shoul11 •1ot dXC~t!'!i ~ mi1s. ?la:ce t:wo benc!'l :nar'.l::s, :n 
C-2 
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s. Oeterm7nin9 the Tensile Strengtn and Ultimate Elongation: Place tne aumaoells 
on an 1nstron or tensile testing machine hav;ng 4 sensit1vity of 1/10 pound, 

ana ..i .:aw se;:ia.rat1on rate of 4?-.. per minute. The dunbbells should be clamped 

nedr their ends (wide portions) fn the jaws of the machine. Start the 1nac:hine 

ana note continuous11 the distance between the center of the two bencn marks 

t.cSlting ~are t.IJ avoi<J parallax. Record the stress (S, lbs.} and eion9at.ion \L, 

i nc:ies) at the ti inc of rupture. The bench 1nark di stance may be measuretl just 

before rupture with either 4 pucket Sc41e calfbrated In lncnes or with a pair 

rJf .:tividers. tf tne <11.mbbe!l breakS i!t a h1dden bubble or other defect., rejec~ 

that ~est and test cnotner dumbbell. 

6. Calculation: 

Cdlculate the ultimate tensile strenc;th of each specimen us1n9 the followin9 

fonnul a: 

8 x 5 (S l .. PSI 
T 

Calculate and report the mean value of three specimens as tensile stren9th in 

PSI. Calculate tne elongat1cn of each spec1men from the fo11ow1ng fonnula: 

.. L • .5 fncn x 200 = ~ elonga~1on 

Calc~late and report the mean value of three specimens as~ elon9ation. 

" Note 

C!~NHUl .!4 

S ~ Stress in pounds 

T = ih1ckness in inches 

L = ~ength in inches 
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Rubber Gasket 
On Bottom--

For Seai 

Metal Beaker 
Without Pour __ .., 
Spout, 8" Tall 
x 6" Diameter 

Figure #1 

,__-1/4" Pipe 

·To Vacuun 
...._. _ ___,illloo>Sourca 

......___1/2" P9xiclass -9" Diameter 
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Figure #2 

1/4" _J/' 1/4" R 
/ 

Cutting Edge Of Micro Dumbbell Die 
(Actual Size) 
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3M Generaf Offices 
3M Canter 
St PauL Minnesota 55144-1000 
(612) 733-1110 

Duns Ho.s 00-617-3082 

MATERIAL SAFETY 
DATA SHEET 

DIVISION• SAFETY AND SECURITY 
TRADE RAHE: 

3M Brand Detector Loop Sealant 

07-53 
79!4 

iM I.D. HUMBE!la 62-5794-5220-Z 62-5794-6320-9 62-5794-!SZD-Z 62-5794-9520-l 
62-S794-99Z0-3 

ISSUED1 JANUARY ZT, 1989 
SUPE!tSEDESi NOVEMBER 29. 1988 
DDClJ'ME?i?: 10-5297-6 

l. ?Nmt@IENT 

polystvrene 
talc 
polypropylene trial 
naPh'thol SPiri ts 
polypropylene glycol 
z-ethoxvethyl acetate 
toluene diisoeyanata 
toluene 
amorphous silica 
zinc oxide 
titanium dioxide 
carbon black 

Satmez 01" EXPOsmtE t.IMIT DA'tAa 

C.A.S. l!O. 

9003-53-6 
14807-96-6 
25791-96-Z 
6474Z-48-9 
25322-69-4 
lll-lS-9 
26471-62-5 
lH-H-3 
7631-86-9 
1314-13-Z 
13463-67-7 
1333-86-4 

ZD.D - 30.Q 
ZD.O - 3D.O 
is.a - zs.o 
lD.D - ZO.D 
l.O - 10.D 
l.D - lD.D 
1.0 - lD.D 
l.O - lD.D 
1.0 - lD.D 
l.D - 10.D 
l.D - lD.D a.a - 1.0 

I- EXPOS~ 
VALVE UNIT 

NOHE HONE 
Z mg/1113 

NOHE NONE 
300 ppm 

NOHE NONE 
S ppm o.oos ppm 

lOD ppm 
3 msVm.3 

lD •sVm.3 
lD •91'm.3 

3.5 mg;m.3 

- ACGIHt American Conference a'f Governmental Industrial tfygianists 
- 3M: 3M Medical Dapartmen~ Guideline 
.. CMRG• Chemical ManvfaC'ture Recammendad Guidelin
.. HONE: None Es-tablished 

NONE NOHE 
TNA ACGIH 
NONE NONE 
TNA CMRG 
HDHE NONE 
TNA ACG!H 
THA 311 
TWA ACGIH 
THA ACGIH 
THA ACGIH 
THA ACGIH 
TWA ACGIH 

THIS PRODUC'1' CCH1'AIHS DE FDLJ.O'HIKG taX?C CHEMICAL Oil CHEMICALS S'UBJZCT TD THE RUOJt'f'!NG 
REmrIREHEHTS OF SEC':IDH 31S OJ' '1'%%1.E I%I OJ' ntE sunumm AHEHDMEHTS AND RE.AU?HOJUZ;:,:::cH 
Ac: OJ' 1916 AHD 40 C11t PAK'l' 31%1 

z-ethoxvethvl acata~e 
toluantt 
zinc oxide 

%. PHYSICAL DATA 

BGitJ:HG POIHTa ••••••••••••••• Z3Z.OD F 
CtcluenaJ 

VA.POK PKESsmtE:.............. ZS.1900 mmffv 
; 6&F 

VA.POK DENSITY• •••••••••••••• 3.DD Air = l 
EVAPORATION RA'ZE:............ 3.00 E'ther = l 
SDLUBltJ:TY IH NAnaa •••••••• Hil 
SP. GRAVITY:••••••••••••••••• l.ZOD Hater = l 
PERCENT VOt.A'l'II.Ea ••••••••••• ZO.OD % 
VOLATILE OKGAHICSa •••••••••• Z41.DO gm;l 
pHt ••••••••••••••••••••••••• tvA 
VISCOSITY: •••••••••••••••••• ca. 3DODD.O CPS 
Al'PE:ARANCE ANJl OJ:Jmta Gray, thick liquid. solvent odor 

Abbreviations• N/D - Net Determined N/A - No.t Applicable C-43 
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3. FIB£ AffD EXPLOSION BAzm pAia 
FLASH PG%HT1 ••••••••••••••••• 
Ft.AMMABLE LlHI'r.S - Lil.a ••••• 
Ft.AMMABLE L%!1%'r.S - UELa ••••• 
Atr:O%GHr.aDN 'ZEMPERA'l'UDa • •• 
mIHGUISHUG KEmA1 

40.0D F 
1 .. %7 x 
7.00 :c 
IVD 

CDZ, foa111t dr"Y chemicals. water' 
SPECIAL F%RE F%GU'DG PIDCED'DRESc 

Fir• fiatrters ahould be ec:Nipped with .sel f-cantained breathing 
aoi:iaratus when fiatri:inv fires involving ti1is ma'terial. 

UNUSUAL F%RE Alm IXPLDS%DR HAZAIDSa 
Flammable. Dvel"'hutad, clued cani:ainer"S adjacent to fire could 
eXPlade due to P.-.ssut'e builduo. 

HFPA•HAZARD•cc:mESa HEALD :S nu l REACnVI'ft l 
UHUSVAL REACnDN HAZAIUh None 

;. REACTIVITY WA 

s . E!fyIBOtn'iEHTAL IHfaRMAfIDi 

SPil.I. RESPOHSEs 
Observe precautions in all sectiDns. ExtintaUish all ianitian sources 
in th• imaadiata work a,... and ventilate area. Only pr-oparly 
protected personnel should Mllllllin in the imaadia"ta .,.... Contain 
SPill and caver with absol"ben't material such as sawdust or- oil 
absorbent. Place in a U.S. Dept. G'f Transpol"'tation appraved open top 
metal container. RtllllaYe tD well ventilated ar'"u and tr-eat with 
dilute ammania solution (such as 90% water, 1% concentrated NH4DH and 
2% liCNid dete"3entl. Luve ventilated Z4 haur"S. Wash down si:iill 
ar'"ea with dilU'te •-ania solution to nevtraliz:e .--ininv residua of' 
isoc:yanate. 

ltECtlMMEHCED D?SPOSAt.a . 
UNCURED PRDDUCT1 Incinerate absorbed ar bulk product after mixing 
with flammable material in a licensed hazardous waste nacility. 
Disoasal should be in accordance with applicable rewlaticns. U.S. 
EPA Hazardous Haste No. s DDDl Cismitablel. CURED PRODUCT, Fully 
cured material -Y be disDosad in a sanitarv landfill. Disposal 
should be in accordance with ap;ilicabla reaulations. 

EHVIltDHMEH'?At. DATAc 
Volatile Organic Compound CVOC) s Maximum VDC = 241 gralllSl"liter. 
Maximwn VOC minus Water minus ExaatP't Solvents = Z41 SIMllD.Sl'liter. 
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s. EUYIROHHEH'fAL INFOBMAIIDH <continued> 

SARA HA%AKD CLASS• 
FIRE HAZAD1 Yes PRESSVRE1 No REAC%IVI%Ya No Acm'Ea Yes CHRONIC' Yes 

6. SUGGESTED FIRST AID 

E'.Y'E CCN'l'AC'!l'i 
Flush ayes with large amounts o'f water far at least 10 llinutes. Call 
a physician. 

SXlN CON'l'AC'1'1 
Thoroughly wash affected area with soap and water. 

INHALA'l'%01f I 
Remove parson ta fresh air. Call a physician. 

U' SHALLOWED• 
Do not induce vomiting. llllllediataly call a physician ar poison 
control canter. 

atHEK Ftll.U A%1Jc 
NOHE 

7. pR£CAUfIDHAgY IfftOR.MAtioH 
Keep product and its vapor" away from h•t,. sp111·klh flaae and ether 
sources 01' ignition. The vapors released fram this product can be 
ivnii:ed easily. Do not br-i:he vapor. IJ.se only in areas with 
sufficient ventilation to -irrtain isacvana'te vapor- c=ancan'b-atian.s 
below -the reco-endad GPDSUl"'lt limits. If ventilai:io" is not 
adequate. use a suppliad-ai.r re&Piratar appr-aved for isac:yanates. 
Local exhaust ventilation is reca111111ended 'for confined areas and 
indoor use. Avoid eve and skin contact; w-r chemical goggles or 
sa+ei:Y glasses, and i•P•l"Yious gloves and pr-ai:ective clai:hing when 
handling product. Remove contaminai:ed clcrthing and launder be'fore 
reuse. Do noi: •i:• drink or smoke during us• O'f produci:. Nash 
thoroughly after handling Pl"'ociuci:. Keep cani:ainer tic;htly closed 
when not in use. K-P out o'f the reach of' children. 

AllD:t'rIOXAl. EXPOSmlE LlMn'S 

talc 
naPhi:hol S111irits 
2-ethoxvei:hyl acetate 
2-ei:hoxvethyl acetate 
Z-ei:hoxvethyl acetate 
toluene dii.soc:vanate 
toluene 
toluene 
toluene 
toluene 
toluene 

z aol 
1900 •t:Vlll 

Z7 aotlll 
lDD PP111 
540 aotlll 

o.az ppm 
l1S •t:Vml 
lSO ppm 
560 1191'1115 
lDD NONE 
zoo PPll 

Abbreviations• N/D - Not Determined N/A - Ho~ Applicable 

LIM'l'S -I 
lXn ATJ'l'H 
THA ACGlH 
TWA CMRG 
THA ACGIH 
THA OSHA 
TWA OSHA 
STEL 3M 
TWA ACGIH 
STEL ACGIH 
STEL ACGIH 
RONE OSHA 
TWA OSHA 

C-45 
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7. PR£CAUTIDNARX IHFOBMAIIDN <c:ontinyed) 

toluene 
amorphous silica 
amorphous silica 
ti taniua dioxide 
carbon black 

ADD%1'%DHAL EXPCSURE LIMITS 

I- EXPOSURE 
VALUE tnr.I'l' 

SOD ppm 
6 11t;Vm.3 

20 llPPCT 
15 mgl'm.3 

3.S mv;m.5 

SOURCE OJ' EXPOSURE l.IHI'l' DATA• 

LIHI':'S ---1 
m£ Atmf 
STEL OSHA 
TNA ACGIH 
THA OSHA 
THA OSHA 
TWA OSHA 

- ACGIH1 American Con'ferenca OT Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
- OSHA• Occupational Sa"fetv and Health Administration 
- 3Ma 3M Medical Department Guideline 
- CMRG• Cheai.cal Manvfactura Recommended Guidelines 

8. HE.AI.TH HAZARD DATA 

EYE CONTACT& U~id causes aye irritation on contaci:. Vapors may 
cause eve irritation. 

SK.IN CONTACT• May cause skin irritati.on. 

IHHALAnON• Vapor overexposure •Y cause respiratory sYllri
irritation and t..,orary nervous svst- impairment 
Cliah't-headedness). Exi:tosure to toluene diisocvanate CTDU vapors 
-v cause respirai:ory svstam irritati.on,. breathing diTficulty,. and 
asthma-like l"eS'Piratory response in certain individuals at very low 
vapor concani:rations. Syaaiai:oms o'f overexposure my include tightness 
aT chest .. diTficult br-ea'thi.ng, lung consrestion and edema. nausea. 
vomiting, h-dacne. dizziness .. fatigue. and on extreme overexposure, 
unconsciousness. Repaa'tad or extreme overexposure to toluene vapor 
may cause nervous S'VS'te1t daaiaga. A li'fetime inhalation studv in mica 
and MIU found no increase in cancer Troll rm exposure. IARC has 
concluded tha't there is inadequate evidence for the carcinogenicity 
of TDI in humans. NTP, in its 4th annual report CSapi:., 1916), 
designates 1111 as a substance that .. Y • ••• reasonably be anticipated 
to be carcinogenic" based on studies in which TDI was fed to lab 
animals. Th• results o'f this feeding stuc::tv are OT questionable 
M1levance to the normal handling and use o'f this produc't. 

INGESTIOHc May cause diaestiva svst:- irritation. Symptoms raay 
include nausea and vomiting. 

NOTE: Z-ethoxvathyl acetate may cause birth defects. male 
reproductive disorders,. and blood disorders an excessive exposure 
based on animal studies. However, 2-et:hoxvethyl acetate is present 
in such small ~ntitias that the arfec-ts listed would not be 
expected with normal use of this produc*· 
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SECTION CHANGE DAT£S 

E.NV'IlUJN. DATA SEC'UCH CHAHGEJ SINCE NOVEMBER %9, 19!8 xssm: 

Abbreviatiansi Hl'D - Not Determined Hl'A - Not Applicable 

07-53 
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The information on this Data Sheet represents our current data and bes~ 
opinion as to the proper use in handling of this product under normal 
conditions. Any use of the product which is not in con+ormanca with this 
n~+~ ~haa+ ftP uhi~h invnlVA!!: ll!!l:inn +w.. D~ndu~+ in ~nMkin~+iftn ~'+~ ~~V 



Heck-Up Wire 

Type MW·MIL·W·76B·PVC 1000V, 80°C 

Product Description 
Tinned copper. PVC insulated. medium wail. The extruded PVC 
insuiation is flame and ozone resistant and inert to most chemi
cals. oils. and solvents. 

=i:ss»&"'*SS,., ,§§¥¥ 

I 8520t I 

~ BELDEN 
COOPEFi 
INDUSTRIES 

CoJorCodes 

1 Brawn 
2 Red 
3 Orange 
4 Yellow 
5 Green 
6 Light Slue-
7 Violet IPUl'Clel 
8 Grav 1 state) 
9 White 

10 Blacx. 

11 Tan 
12 Pink 
13 DarkSlue 
14 White18lacx. 
15 Whlte1Rea 
t 6 White1Green 
17 White!Yeflow 
18 Whlte18lue 
19 White/Brown 
20 White.iOrange 

21 WhiteJGrav 
2.2 White1Vio1e1 
23 White!SlaCXJAea 
24 White1BlaCX1Green 
2S White18iaCXJYeilow 
26 White18laCK18lue 
27 Whitet8lac1<.·8rowl"I 
28 WhitetBlaCK!Orance 
29 WhiteJBlaooGrav -
30 White!BlaCXJVioiet 

t 89 GreervYellow 

#TMP-0991/ .A. V C S-04 



HOOK- UP WIRE 

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION #TMP 0991/AVCS-04 HOOK•UP WIRE 

REQUIREMENT§+ 

1. 14 Guace Stranded Coior Wire (1000 feet per roil) 

2. 

Reauired Cotors: 

Solid Colors: 
Brown 
Red 
Orange 
Yellow 
Green 
Blue 

Color on White: 
Brown 
Red 
Orange 
Yellow 
Green 
Blue 

Belden Coax Cabfe 
(1 coo feet per roU) 

Catalogue No. 
#e520·1000-1 
#8520·1000·2 
#8520·1000-3 
#8520· 1000-4 
#8520-1000·5 
#8520-1000-6 

#6520-1000-19 
#8520-1000-15 
#8520· 1000-20 
#8520·1000-17 
#8520-1000-16 
#8520-1000-18 

#8401 

RECOMMENDED SOURCE: 

Sterling E!ec:rcnics 

#TMP-0991/ AVCs-o~ 



MASTER SPECIFICATIONS LIST 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

PROCESS SPECIFICATIONS 

MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS 

For 
Installation of sites for Automatic Vehicle Classification 

Study No. 2-10-92-1901 

TTI MASTER SPECIFICATIONS LIST 
TTI PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
TTI PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
TTI PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
TTI PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
TTI PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
TTI PROCESS SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 
TTI MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 

# MS0991/01 
# P0991/01 
# P0991/02 
# P0991/03 
# P0991/04 
# P0991/05 
# P0991/06 
# TMP-OJ91/ AVCS-01 
# TMP-OJ91/ AVCS-02 
# TMP-OJ91/ AVCSill 
# TMP-OJ91/ AVCS-04 
# TMP-OJ91/AVCSQ5 
# TMP-OJ91/ AVCS-ai 
# TMP-OJ91/ AVCS-07 
# TMP-OJ91/AV~ 
# TMP-OJ91/ AVCS.00 
# 1MP-OJ91/ AVCS-10 
# TMP-OJ91/AVCS-11 



E-BOND EPOXY GROUT 
G-100 
This Specifica.t:ion covers EPOXY GROUT to be used for t:he implacement of trar::ic a..-<:le 
sensors having rigid housings into t:he roadway surface of either fle..~ible or rigid 
pavements. 

TO BE PURCHASED AS: 

SIZE 2 - ( 17 .1 LBS. UNIT) APPROX. 240 Ct;. r:.;. 

COMPONENT A - RES~ CO~!PONENT 

Packaged 16.5 lbs. of resin component in 
two gallon containers, with pry-off lids 
and bails. 

COMPONENT B - HARD~ COMPON~;T 

Packaged 300 grams of hardener component 
in round nint cans. with multiple friction 
lids.-rhe containers shall be packed Yich 
a maximum of 12 containers per carton :or 
shiP111ent. 

SOURCE: 

E-BOND EPOXIES. !NC. 

P .0. Box 23069 

(305) 566-6555 

Fort Lauderdale, FL 31307-3069 

(SHEU 1. oF=t) 

'#TMP-0991/ AVCS-05 
,.. c:n 



S P E C I F I C A 1 I 0 N S 

G-too EPOXY G~OUT 

1.. SCOPE ANU CLASSIFICATION 

!.! Scooe This specifica~ion covers epoxy gr.au~ l:O oe used for :ne 
placement oi tra£Eic axle sensors having rigid housings in~o ~ne 
roadway surf.ace of either flexible or rigid pavements. 

l. llEOUIK.EMENTS 

Z.! Genera! This material must be 100\ solid self-leveling grout. !: 
must nave tne ability to cure at temperatures as low as so degrees F. 

2.2 Prooer-:ies 

MIXING AA!IO 

By weignt: 
.Sy volume 

SPECIFIC GAAVITY 

Pan: 
A 
2.5 
13 

2.075 •/- .OS 

POT LifE at 75 degrees F. (208 grams} 

to 
to 

Par-:: 
B 
l 
l 

l.020 +/- .OS 

30 to 40 rainu-:as 

TAC~ FREE TIME at 75 degrees F. - 3 1/2 hours 

Z.3 Mixed Sv~tam (7 Davs ~ 75 de2rees F.J 

COLOR 
CO).ll'H..ESSlV.E STRENGTH 
1'/A!ER ABSORPTION 
VOL~T IL£ CONTOUR 
SnORE D HAaDNESS 

ASTM-D 
AST.!>1-ll 
AST)t-D 
AST!·1-D 

695 
SiO 
12.59 
1.240 

neul::-al 'to !.i,gn-:. 
8000 PSI 
.50% M.a.:c.:!..l!l.um 
! . S ~ Maximum 
:•linimum of 84 

amoe;. 

~.§H§#J Z:OfAr:=·-

#TMP-0991/ AV C S-Q 5 
C-51 



3. PACKAGING 

3.l s::e ! ((ll l/2 pound uni~) Approxima~e!y !60 cubic ~ncnes)) 

COMPON~~T A - Resin Component 

- ' .) . -

Pac&aged ll.O las. of resin component in one ~a!!on con~a!ners 
witn multiple fric~ion lids and bails. rhe con~ainers sna~~ oe 
pac~ed four per carton. 

COMPONENT 5 - Hardener Component 
Two hundred twenty (ZlOJ grams of nardener ccmponen~ in round 3 
ounce snecimen bot~!es witn metal screw caps. The caos sna~! oe 
flttea w1:n v1nylite liners wi~n pulp board backing. ·A maximum 
of 24 bott!es snall De packed per car.ton for shipment. 

Si:i:e 2 ((17.! unit) Approximacely 240 cubic inches)) 

COMPONENT A - ResiA Comoonent 
Packaged 16.S lbs. of resin component in two qallon containecs 
1o1itn pry off lids and bails. 

COMPONENT B - Hardener Componen~ 
Pac~aged 300 grams of nardener componen~ in round pinL cans wi:~ 
wit;n mul~iple fric1:ion !ids. The con1:ainers sna!! be pac~ed a 
maximum oi l2 per car~an for shipmen~. 

3.~ Size 3 ((26 Pound uni~j Approxima~ely 3i5 cuoic iac~es)j 

COMPONENT A • Resin Comoonen-c 
Packaged 25.0 lbs. 0£ resin component; in ~WO qa~!on con~a:ner~ 
witn pry off lids and bails. 

COMPONENT B ~ Hardener Comconen~ 
?acKage ! pound of nardener camponen~ in round pin~ cans wi~~ 
mul~~ple fric~ion llds. The consa-i.ners snall be pacKed ~n a 
max~~um of 12 per car~on for snipmen-c. 

s.~ Si:e J ((46 pound uni~) Approxima~ely 650 cubic inc~esJ) 

COMPON~NT A - Resin Com~onen~ 
Packagea 44.0 !bs. of resin componen~ in a Eive qa!!on oail wi~~ 
bai! and !ug cover. 

COMPONENT B - Hardener Companen~ 

Pac~aged 880 grams of ~ar.dener 40mponen-c in rouna quar~ 4ans wi:~ 
mul:iple fric~ion lids. Tne con~ainers snal! be pac~ed a ~aximu~ 
oi 4 per. car~on for. sh.1.;Jmcui:. 

C-52 
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4. LA.BE!..lNG 

4.1 Par.~ A - Resin Componen't 

Eac.n finisned con'tainer and case shall be plainly labeled wicn 
'the words 1tEPOXY GR.OUT - GlOO", PART A, tne Sa'tc..b. Number, ':!le 
manuiac'turers name and address, and the prescribed hea!tn 
warnings and precau'tions. It snall also con"tain the mixing r.a~: 
and -c.ne words ncaution: .!lo no't at:'temp't -co tnin epoxy grouc wi~!'l 
any type of solven-c. Use toulene for cleanup of equipmem:., Do 
aot s'tore a-z: 'tempera-cu.res below 60 degrees F. or above !00' 
degrees F. 

4.2 Par~ B - Hardener Component 

Each finisned con'tainer and case snall be plainly laoeled wi~~ 
the words "S.POXY GROUT ... GlOO", PART B, 'the 8atcil Number, t!le 
manuiac"turers name and address, and 'tAe prescribed heal~n 
warnings and precautions. 

JRK:cm/9l-GA3HOOl-4l 

( SHEE'I A. OF .::1. 

#TMP-0991/AVCS-O~ 
C-53 
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PRODUCT DATA SHEET 

DESCRIPTION 

I 
E-BOND G-100 ~ 
EPOXY GROUT 

100 SOLIDS HIGH STRENGTH 
FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY 

E-BOND G-100 pourable epoxy grout was particularly designed for use in the 
placement of traffic counters and sensors in pavement surfaces. 

Simple ready to use formulation contains all the necessary filler 
ingredients. 

Sim~ly add the curing agent, thoroughly mix and blend and pour in 
designated area. 

Produces a high strength epoxy grout, self-leveling type. 

May be used for patching and placement of anchor bolts, dowels and pins 
in concrete surf aces. 

Low temperature cures as low as S0°F.* 

AL PROPER IES 

TYPE: 
SELF LEVELING EPOXY GROUT 

MIXING RATIO: 13 A to 1 B by volume 
ZS A to l B by weight 

COLOR: Part A Resin STRAW 
Part B Hardener AMBER 
Ad-mix AMBER 

POT LIFE 30 - 40 Mins. @ 7S°F. 
TACK FREE TIME: 3 l/Z-4 Hrs. @ 7S°F. 
FINAL CURE (75°F. Ultimate Strength) 
ASTM D-695 Modified S Days 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES after cure of 
14 days at 7S°F. and 50' R.H. 

EPOXY GROUT 

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH ASTM D-695 
8,000 psi min. 

WATER ABSORPTION ASTM D-570 
0.30% 

ACKAGING 

Available in 11 l/Z lb. and 
26 lb. units. Larger units 
upon request. 

COVERAGE: 

11 1/2 lb. unit 
Approximately 160 cubic inch 
Z6 lb. unit: 
Approximat:ely 375 cubic inch 

TEMPERATURE* 

E-BOND G-100 Epoxy Grout: is a 
pourable consistency when the 
product temperature is 70°F. 
or higher. 
LOWER TEMPERATURES will 
t:hicKen tne product: 
substantially resulting in 
much slower cures and set 
time (open time for traffic). 
HIGHER TEMPERATURES will 
siigntly tnin tne product 
making it· more pourable with 
much less vorking time and a 

P. 0. Sox ::::?069 • :01 N.E. :Ord STREET· FORT LAUOE.~DALE ::::;7 
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*TEMPERATURE (CONTINUED) 

E-BOND G-100 Epoxy Grout will cure ar. temperatures as low as S0°F. 
providing temperature of the substrate will be 50°F. and rising during tht 
next 24-hours. At substrate temperatures below 65°.f.~ the epoxy should be 
stored at least 24-hours prior to use at 80°F. or higher. 

*****************************-*******************************************~~ 
CURE SCHEDULES AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE RANGES 

************************************************************************~~ 

It is import.ant that the "user" maintain the temperature of the product 
when considering applications in cooler substrate temperatures. The 
product temperature should always be a minimum of 77°F. When work±ng in 
cooler substrate temperatures; for example 60°F. and lower it is sugges~ed 
that the product temperature be brought up to 80°F. or 85°F. 

SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE, DEGREE F. 

!00°F. 
80 °F. 
70 °F. 
60°F. 
50°F. 

HOURS TO OPEN TO TRAFFIC 

1 1/2 
1 3/4 
z 
6 - 8 
12 - 14 

All of the above figures are approxima.t:e. and will act as a guide based on 
substrate temperature. 

************************************•************************************* 
WORKING TIME IN THE CONTAINER @ 77°F. 

************************************************************************** 

A 11 lb. and 26 lb. unit were selected for this test. Components of both 
units were conditioned at 77°F. Resin and hardener for individual units 
were thoroughly mixed and blended and allowed to remain in the unit un4il 
.the product was deemed unusable. 

11 lb.unit 
26 lb. unit 
1 quart unit 

19 to 20 minutes 
15 to 18 minutes 
ZS minutes 

The above test was based on all of the material remaining in the 
individual containers that was supplied until the product was unusable. 
If a portion of the material had been used it is anticipated that the 
working time in the container would be longer. 

C-55 
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************************************************************************** 
EXOTHERM HEAT PRODUCED BY REACTION OF THIS PRODUCT 

************************************************************************** 
This test was produced to determine the amount of heat that is created by 
the reaction of the epoxy resin/hardener pre-conditioned to 80°F. 

It: is ant:icipated that it woul·d be difficult for this heat: to dissipate 
when it is locked between the sensor and the concrete wall. 

Two (2) tests were performed utilizing a 4" X 4" cube and a l" X l" 
cube. Both cubes were contained in an insulated container. The epoxy 
resin hardener was pre-conditioned to 80°F. 

Products were properly mixed and cast into the individual cubes. A 
thermocouple was placed in the direct center of the cubes to determine 
maximum exotherm. 

The maximum exotherm in a 4" cube was 210°F. The l" X l" cube was 120°F. 

If the substrate temperature of the sensor and the road was in excess of 
80°F. this exotherm could be slightly higher. If the substrate 
temperature of the sensor and the road was below 80°F. this 
maximum/exotherm would be slightly lower. 

The conclusion reached from this test is that the epoxy should not be cast 
greater than 1-1/Z" thick per pour. For application requiring greater 
thickness the epoxy should be layered. (SEE APPLICATION INTRUCTIONS) 

************************************************************************** 
HOW TO USE 

************************************************************************** 

SURFACE PREPARATION: Surface must be clean and sound. Surface should be 
dry and free of s_tanding water. Removed dust/laitance, grease, curing 
compounds, impregnations, waxes, foreign particles, disintergrated 
materials. All foreign materials that would adversely effect the bond of 
the epoxy must be removed. 

PREPARATION WORK: CONCRETE - Sandblast or use other approved mechanical 
metb.ods. 

STEEL - Sandblast to white-metal finish 

MIXING: Slowly add Component "B" (hardener) to the Component "A" (resin) 
and mix very th?roughly. Take special precautions to ensure thorough 
mixing of the sides and bottoms. If less than. the entire unit is needed 
the two components may be mixed in the following ratio. 
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PAGE 4. - E-BOND G-100 

************************************************************************** 
HOW TO USE ~ CONTINUED 
****************************************•********************************* 

13-parts of Resin Component by volume to I-part of Hardener Comoonent by 
volume or 25-parts of aesin Component by weight to I-part of Hardener 
Component by weight. · 

When using in smaller quantities mix very thoroughly and allow material to 
remain in the mixing container from 3 to S minutes prior to use. 

CAUTION 
************************************************************************** 

Do not attempt to thin E-BOND G-100 Epoxy Grout with any type of solvent. 
The use of toluene or other thinners are recommended for clean-up of 
equipment. Do not store at temperatures below 60°F. or above 100%. 

************************************************************************** 
APPLICATION 

************************************************************************** 

Ensure that all surfaces are properly cleaned and dry. Slowly pour the 
grout and pack well around the traffic counters and sensors as derailed by 
counter or sensor manufacturer. 

For the placement of bolts~ rebars, dowels, etc. in concrete pour material 
in the hole to approximately 3/4" full and slowly press the bolt and dowel 
up and down to remove all air to ensure full compact.ion of the epoxy grout: 
to concrete and steel. 

For patching of spalled areas, pour and permit the grout to self level. 

An application of 1-1/Z" thick could produce a maximum/exotherm heat of 
120°F. to 130°F. under the sensor. 

For applications greater than 1-1/2" thick -it. is suggest:ed that: the produ 
product be layered. 

For example on a Z" thickness, cast the first thickness approximately l" 
thick. Allow to cure to a semi-hard or ha.rd condition. The surface 
temperature should not be greater than 100°F. prior to casting the second 
thickness. It is recommended that both application be compleced within 
8-hours. 

Consult technical service for additional information. 
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CAUTION 

COMPONENT "A" - lrrita11t: Prolonged contact to skin may cause irrir:ar.i.on. 
Avoid eye contact. 

COMPONENT "B" - Irritant: Contact with skin may cause severe burns. Avoi.d 
eye contact. ProducT. is a st.rang sensitizer. Use of safety goggles and 
cnemical-resist.anr. gloves recommended. Remove contaminated clothing. 
Avoid breathing vapors. Use adequate vent.ilation. 

FIRST AID: In case of skin contact, wash thoroughly with soap and water. 
For eye contact, flush immediately with plenty of war.er for 15 minuTes: 
For repiriratory problems, remove person to fresh air (contact physician 
immediately). ~ash clothing before re-use. 

CLEAN UP: Collect with absorbent material, flush wir.h water. Dispose of 
in accordance with local disposal regulations. Uncured material can be 
removed with approved solven~. Cured material can only be removed 
mechanically. 

***** KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
***** NOT FOR INTERNAL CONSUMPTION 
***** FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY 

CONSULT MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
**************************************************************~•••w•••••w• 

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES AND LIMITATION: E-BOND EPOXIES, INC. ("Seller") 
warrants that if any good supplied prove defec~ive in workmanship or 
material, that Seller shall replace them or refund tneir purcnase price. 
THIS WARRA~TY IS MADE IN 1IEU OF ANY AND ALL OTHER WARKANTIES, EXPRESSED 
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS 
WHICH HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IT IS UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED THAT BUYER'S SOLE 
REMEDY, AND TH.EREFOllE SELLER'S LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, UNDER 
ANY WARRANTY, IN 'NEGLIGENCE, OR OTHERWISE SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE RETURN 
OF THE PURCH.AS£ PRICE PAID BY PURCHASER OR REPLACEMENT OF ANY DEFECTIVE 
GOODS SOLD BY SELLER AND UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL SELLER BE LlABLE FOR 
SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES:- THE PR! CE ST A.TED FOR THE 
GOODS IS A CONSIDERATION IN LIMITING SELLER'S LlAhILITY. Before 
application, the User shall determine the suiT.abiliry of r.he product for 
his intended use and User assumes all risks and liabilities whatsoever in 
connection therewith. The terms of this paragraph may nor. be orally 
modified. THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES WHICH EXTE ND BEYOND THE FACE HEREOF. 

CA2V01-III 
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
*************************************************************************~ 

E-BOND EPOXIES, INC. 
P. O. BOX 23069 (501 N.E. 33RD STREET) 

FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33307 
EMERGENCY PHONE: (305) 566-6555 

I. PRODUCT NAME: E-BOND G-100 EPOXY GROUT 
COMPONENT "A" RESIN 

DATE: 10/10/90 

II. H A Z A R D 0 U S 

BISPHENOL A DIGLYCIDYL ETHER RESIN 
CAS #25068-38-6 

N-BUTYL GLYCIDYL ETHER 

I N G R E D I E N T S 

PEL &· TLV NOT ESTABLISHED 

CAS IZ4Z6-0B-6 PEL SO ACGIH TLV ZS 270 MG/m3 

III. PHYSICAL D AT A 

BOILING POINT: 200° F 
YAP PRESS: (MMHG) N/A 
YAP DENSITY: Greater than 1 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY: Z.08 + .OZ 
MELTING POINT: N/A 
:EVAPORATION RATE: N/A 

SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Negligible 

APPEARANCE & ODOR: Beige Liquid, Slight Odor 

************************************************************************** 
IV. F I R E & E X P L 0 S I 0 N D A T A 
************************************************************************** 
FLASH POINT: 173° F METHOD USED: Closed Cup 
FLAMMABLE LIMITS: LEL: N/A UEL: N/A 

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Water Fog, Alcohol Foam, COZ, Dry Chemical. 

FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: 
Decomposition and Combustion products may be toxic. Use full protecting 
clothing (See Section VIII). Use water to cool fire-exposed container. 

FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT: 
Use a positive pressure, self-contained breathing apparatus. 
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***~*********************************************************************~ 
V. RE ACT IV IT Y DAT A 
*************************************************************************~ 
STABILITY: UNSTABLE: STABLE: x 

CONDITIONS TO AVOID: Elevated temperatures, strong oxidizing & reducing 
agents, acides, strong oxidants & eposy resins under uncontrolled 
conditions. 
INCOMPATABILITY: Acids, Base and Amine Compounds under uncontrolled 
conditions. 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur. 

HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION OR BYPRODUCTS: Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Dioxide, 
and Aldehydes. 

"'*****•it ltit it•************************************************* 1t ** ** *.*. * * 1t * * * 
VI. H EAL TH HA Z A RDS 
"'************************************************************************* 
INHALATION: Inhalation of vapors could cause headaches, nausea, dizziness 
and respiratory tract irritation. 

SKIN: Product is moderately irritating to the skin. May cause skin 
irritation and/or sensitization after repeated contact. 

EYE CONTACT: May cause eye irritation. Repeated contact of eyes may 
cause severe eye injury. Damage may be irreversible. 

INGESTION: Expected to be slightly toxic by this route. 
SIGNS & SYMPTOMS OF EXPOSURE: A skin sensitizer. Mild skin and eye 
irritant. 

CARCINOGENICITY: NOT ESTABLISHED 

MEDICAL 
skin and 
product. 
chance of 
product. 

CONDITIONS GENERALLY 
respiratory disorders 

Pre-existing skin 
develo~ing increase 

AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE: Pre-existing eye, 
may be aggravated by exposure to this 
or respiratory allergys may increase the 
allergy symptoms from exposure to this 

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES: Flush eyes with plenty of water for 
15 minutes while holding eye lids open. ~t medical attention. Remove 
contaminated clothing/shoes and wipe excess from skin. Flush skin with 
water, wash with soap and water. If irritation occurs GET MEDI CAL 
ATTENTION. Wash clothing before re-use. 

INHALATION: Remove victim to fresh air and provide oxygen if breathing is 
difficult, give artificial respiration if not breathing. GET MEDICAL 
ATTENTION. 

INGESTION: Do not induce vomiting. If vomiting occurs spontaneously keep 
head below hips to prevent aspiration and liquid into lungs. GET MEDICAL 
ATTENTION. 

PRODUCT NAME: E-BOND G-100 EPOXY GROUT - COMPONENT "A!' RESIN 
PAGE TWO 
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************************************************************************** 
VII. P REC AU T I 0 N S F 0 R S A F E H A N D L I N G & U S E 
************************************************************************** 
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED. 
Absorb into sand or other absorbent material. Shovel into 
container for disposal. Wear protective equipment specified below. 
contaminated area with water. 

closed 
Flush 

WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: Place in appropriate disposable facility in 
compliance with Local, State and Federal Protection Agency regulations. 
Keep out of surface waters. Sewers and water ways entering or leading to 
surface waters. Notify authorities of when any exposure to the general 
public or environment occurs and/or is likely to occur. DO NOT HEAT OR 
CUT EMPTY CONTAINERS WITH ELECTRIC OR GAS TORCH. 

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORING: Avoid contact with skin, 
avoid breathing vapor, mist or spray. Store in closed, cool and dry 
areas. Provide good ventilation, wash after handling, for Industrial Use 
Only. Keep away from heat and open flame. 
************************************************************************** 
VIII. C 0 N T R 0 L M E A S U R E S 
************************************************************************** 
VENTILATION: 
Good mechanical ventilation and 
concentration below exposure limits. 

local exhaust. Control airborne 

PROTECTIVE GLOVES: Wear Impervious gloves. 

EYE PROTECT I ON: 
Wear splash proof chemical goggles. Eye wash fountain should be available. 

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
Use NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATOR for organic vapors if required. 

OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: Wear protective equipment to prevent exposure 
and personal contact. Use of BARRIER CREAM is recommended • 

. WORK/HYGIENIC PRACTICE: Use good caution and personal cleanliness. Avoid 
contact with eyes, skin and clothing. Avoid breathing vapors, mists, or 
sprays. Use only with adequate ventilation contaminated clothing to be 
washed before re-use. 

D • 0 • T • CLASS : COMBUSTIBLE LIQUID CLASS 3B (Not applicable for packaging 
having a rate of compacity of 100 gallons or less). 

UN NUMBER: UN 1993 

HAZARDOUS INGREDIENT(S): N/A 

D. 0. T. LABELS: NONE 

PRODUCT NAME: E-BOND G-100 EPOXY GROUT - COMPONENT "A" RESIN 
PAGE THREE 
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MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
************************************************************************~ 

E-BOND EPOXIES, INC. . FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33307 
P. O. BOX Z3069 (501 N.E. 33RD STREET) EMERGENCY PHONE: (305) 566-6555 
************************************************************************~ 
I. PRODUCT NAME: DATE: Z/20/87 

E-BOND G-100 EPOXY GROUT 
COMPONENT "B" HARDENER 

II. H A Z A R D 0 U S 

*POLYETHYLENE POLYAMINE & MODIFIED 
POLYETHYLENE POLYAMINE ADDUCT WITH 
FATTY ACID 

I N G R E 0 I E N T S 

. -
*A MIXTURE OF 
DIETHYLENE TRIAMINE 

TLV 1 ppm(Skin) PEL NOT ESTABLISHE~ 

CAS 1111-40-0 

TRIETHYLENETETRAMINE 
CAS 1112-24-3 

TETRAETHYLENE PENTAMINE 
CAS 1112-57-Z 

III. 

BOILING POINT: 300°F. 

P H Y S I C A L 

VAP PRESS:(MMHG) LESS THAN 1 
VAP DENSITY: Greater than l 
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Partially Soluble 

PEL & TLV NOT ESTABLISHED 

PEL & TLV NOT ESTABLISHED 

DAT A 

SPECIFIC GRAVITY: .9i to .99 
MELTING POINT: N/A 
EVAPORATION RATE: N/A 

APPEARANCE & ODOR: Clear Amber Liquid, Ammonia Amine Odor 
************************************************************************** 
IV. F I R E & E X P L 0 S I 0 N D A T A 

.FLASH POINT: 200°F. METHOD USED: Setaf lash 
FLAMMABLE LIMITS: LEL: N/E UEL: N/E 

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Water Fog, Alcohol-Foam, Co2, Dry Chemical 

FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARDS: Decomposition and Combustion products may be 
toxic .. Carbon Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide & Oxides of Nitrogen may be 
produced in fires. Use full protecting clothing (See Section VIII). Use 
water to cool fire-exposed container. 
FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT: Use a positive pressure, self-contained 
breathing apparatus. 
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v. R E A C T I V I T Y DAT A 

STABILITY: UNSTABLE: STABLE: X 

CONDITIONS TO AVOID: Elevated temperatures, strong oxidizing & reducing 
agents, acides, strong oxidants & epoxy resins under uncontrolled 
conditions. 
INCOMPABILITY: Acids, Base and Amine Compounds under uncontrolled 
conditions. 
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur. 
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION OR BYPRODUCTS: Ammonia, Carbon Monoxide Oxides 0£ 
Nitrogen and Carbon Dioxide gases may be formed. 
*************************************************************************~ 
VI. H E A L T H H A Z A R D S 
*************************************************************************~ 
INHALATION: Inhalation of vapors could cause headaches, nausea, dizziness 
and respiratory tract irritation. 

SKIN: Product is moderately irritating to the skin. May cause skin 
irritation and/or sensitization after repeated contact. 
EYE CONTACT: May cause eye irritation. Repeated contact of eyes, may 
cause severe eye injury. Damage may be irreversible. 
INGESTION: Expected to be slightly toxic by this route. 
SIGNS & SYMPTOMS OF EXPOSURE: A skin sensitizer. Milk skin and eye 
irritant. 

CARCINOGENICITY: NOT ESTABLISHED 

MEDICAL CONDITIONS GENERALLY AGGRAVATED BY EXPOSURE: 
Pre-existing eye, skin, and respiratory disorders may be aggravated by 
exposure of this product. Pre-existing skin or respiratory allergys may 
increase the chance of developing increase allergy symptoms from exposure 
to this product. 

EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES: Flush eyes with plenty of water for 
15-minutes while holding eye lids open. Get medical attention. Remove 
contaminated clothing/shoes and wipe excess from skin. Flush skin with 
water, wash with soap and wat.er. If irritation occurs GET MEDICAL 
ATTENTION. Wash clothing before re-use. 

INHALATION: Remove victim to fresh air and provide oxygen if breathing is 
difficult, give artificial respiration if not breathing. GET MEDICAL 
ATTENTION. 
INGESTION: Do not induce vomiting. If vomiting occurs spontaneously keep 
head below hips to prevent aspiration and liquid into lungs. GET MEDICAL 
ATTENTION. 

PRODUCT NAME: E-BOND G-100 COMPONENT "B" HARDENER 
PAGE TWO 
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VII. P REC n UT I 0 N S 

STEF'S TO BE Tf.U-~EN IN CtlSE MATERIAL IS RELEt1SED OR SPILLED. 
()b:;•::-rb intt.'.• 5and or other abl3orbent ·mater Lal. SI 1•.r:el int·::· 
·.·:•1itainer ft:•r dii=p·:•sal. t·lear p-r•:•tei::tive i:?quipment spe•:ifiad b~l·:"..1· 
•:i:•ntaminatr.cJ area ,..,i th water. 

l·lt~STE DISPOSAL METHOD: Pla•:e in appr•:-priate di:;pc•sable fa·:il ity in 

I, ,,. 

J' ! I 

·:·:•mpl ian•:e with L•:11:al, State and F"ederal Pt·otect it::on Agen•:y r".!gt.!! ::it i•.m"' · 
J::~ep •:••.1t •:tf "1Ur rac~ •.Jal:~r:;. S..:?•.-1ers and ·...iater ways entering ·:•r l·:-?J..!1n•_,1 

tc• c.sur filce '"'ater!!. Moti fy auth•::ir ities •:if •..then any e~--:pc•!:Urc ~::• ! hi:' 
g('.!ner:ll publ i•:: •::tr envit··:•nment. •::ic•:urs and/01· i.: likely t•:· o:i 1: 0: 1.11·. 
PP.ECAUTIQt-IS TO BE TAKEN IN HOUULING AND STOP.IIJG: Av•:iid •.:•.:-nt'.<.1•.::t -.:i th ~:! 11 · 
av•:oicJ breat:hing vap•:ir ~ mist or spray. Store ill 
F'r·:•vide go·:·ci ventalatic•n, wash after hand! ing, 
i-::oep .::i•...iay fr--:im heat and open fl a1ne. 

•:l•::-:ed, c.:.•:•l .211'.I dr:,. ''"°·' •:?:? .• 

fo1· !nr..lu5tric:d U::e Urdy. 

~~1'-~~**~~~~~!-~.Jf,.~~":~ *~*~~*'*.J;.~·~** .... *'*****-?! **"*-r.-·~-r':--!!--!~#***~;..x.~~-r:.-t:--?;·~··~ ~ !~ ~-" ~"': ·~· ·"". ~:~~ ~:-·:!· .v..:t ·~ 
1.' I I ! . C lJ N T F.: 0 L n F. A S U R E S 

VENTILATCON: 
i::it.::•oci me-: II an it:.:nl vent il at ion and lc•cal e!':haust. Contrc•l air bc01·ne 
•:c•r"l•:enb-at i•:•n beli;:·i..· exp•:osuYe 1 imi t$. 

PF:OTECT I VE 13LO'v'ES: We a r imp er vi ous g l c•v!:n: • 

EYE PROTECTION: 
Hea1· splash pr•: .. :•f chemical goggles. Eye wa~h fc•untain shc•uld be 
av a. i 1 ab l e • 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: 
U::;i: NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATOR fc•r oYganic vapi::•r!; if required. 

OTHEF.'. PROTECTIVE EQIJIPtlEHT: \·Je.:ar p1·otective equipment to prevent ·~::µ•:·=•-·-~ ': 
and per!S•:•nal ·:.:·:•nta•:t. Use of BARRIER CREAM le re•:•:immendet.i. 

l.JORl·:HJG/HY•.3 IENI C: PRACTICE: U~:n:? g•:<•:<d •: aut ion and per s•:•nal ·: l r.:an 1 in•::=;:;:;· 
f'lvciid •:•:•n t: .::1•:t ~.1i th eye~, !ll·: in and ·= l •:•thing. Avc•id bn:?ath i ng ·/ ap·:·r--:.. 
mi;:;t:., •:ir :pr·ayn. Un:i: •.:-nly •..tith -l\tlequate '<tentilati<:<n. C·:·n1;.:t11iin'd:~'.:: 

•:l•:•tt1ing t•;:• be '""a~hed bef•::ire re·-u!::e. 

D.O.T. CL{)SS: CORROSI'JE LIQUID, N.o.s. 

UN NUMBEF=:: 1760 

HAZAl?DOUS If.fl3P.EDIENT(9): (f\LIPH11TIC AN!NE) 

D.O. T. Li1E1ELS: cor:;ROSIVE LIQUID, N.o.s. 

PRODUCT NAME: E-BOND G-100 HARDENEF.: 
PnGE THREE EPOXY GROUT COMPONENT B 

JRR/gmp/90/CEn3CU01-XXXIIl 

"THE INFORMATION HEREIN IS GIVEN IN GOOD FATTH. NO WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED, IS GIVEN REGARDING ACCURACY OF THESE DATA AND RESULTS OBTAINED 
FROM USE THEREOF. CONSULT E-BOND EPOY.tIES, INC,. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION." 
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SPECJJrf CATIONS 

PVC PIPE ~c1~:our.:A4o 

PVC 90° ET.Jnows ~c:1:0 .. r~A4o 

PVC COUPlJNGS ~c:1:011~~A4o 
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SCHEDULE 40 ELBOWS -
---------~----- '--.....-----
STANDARD RADIUS ·------

IH G IO HON-MET Al.I. I c HllOWS ( rvc) • FOil 4'HOVE SCllEOlfl.E 40 

§l~E: 2 INCll DIAHETER (NOMINAL) WITH BELLED ENO (ONE ENO ONLY) 

~!!eru fll A~~ CARLON lllA9A,J', OR EQUIVALENT 

RECOMMENDED SOURCE: I Plain Belled 
End End 

ParlHo. ParlNo. Size 
WARD ELECTRIC ·1 UA9AD --- ___1LL_ 

UA9AE ~· 
UA9Af - 1" 

DEALERS ELECTRIC I UA9AG UA9AGB ~ 
UA9AH UA9AHB __!!£_ 
UA~~ ~B 2· 

CENTRAL ELECTRIC UA9AK UA9AKB 2·~· r· ... UA9ALB 3• 
llA9AM UA9AMB 31·• -umw- UAiAE[ 

_a__ 
4• 

WES.CO l~A9AL ~f!.. _sn __ 
UA9A!!_ UA9ARB 6" 

GESCO 

End End 

Item 
goo 

El5ow 

Plain l Belled 

.Pkg.O!r:_ ~·O!r:_ 
50 
25 
25 
20 20 
25 25 
20 15 
10 1Q. 
30 2515 
25 2015 
25 2015 
8 812 
8 812 

#TMP-OfHll/ AVCS-06 
------ <:11nr.·r ') of d -- .. ·· 
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tllGlb NON·~k:YALLl'C~ CONDUIY 
_...,_-..-.- ,.. - - --..-.~ - -..-.-.-..-

R l G ID HON-HET AU IC CotlOll IT (PVC) SCllEDtU.E 40 

2 ltlCll 0 I AMETER (NOMI HAL) 

2.375 0.0. APPROX. 

2.067 1.0. APPROX. 

0.154 HALL APPROX. 

SUPPLIED IN _!0 __ FT. LENGTllS 

~UPPLl£0 A~: CARLON 149011. OR EQUIVALENT 

RECOMMENDED SOURCE: 

WARD ELECTRIC 

OEALERS ELECTRIC 

CEtlT.RAL ELECTRIC 

~IESCO 

GESCO 

_.._ .... -... ~·-··- .. -.-~,) ... -....... _ ........... , _____ ....... ~_...,..._, .. , ... ~-·-......... _._ .. __ ·--·-·· 
·-t•.l."" 

PLUS 40 Heavy Wall 

Nam. Cat. Wt. Per Feet Per 
Size No. O.D. l.D. Wall 1go feet Bundle 

f-• 

1h 49005 .840 .622 .109 17 100 
% 49007 1.050 .824 .1·13 23 100 

1 49008 1.315 1.049 .133 34 100 
11,4 49009 1.660 1.380 .140 46 50 
11h 49010 1.900 1.610 .145 55 50 
2 49011 2.375 2.067 .154 73 50 
2% 49012 2.875 2.469 .203 125 10 
3 49013 3.500 3.066 .216 164 10 
31/a 49014 4.000 3.548 .226 198 10 
4 49015 4.500 4.026 .237 234 10 
5 49016 5.563 5.047 .258 318 10 
6 49017 6.625 6.065 .280 412 10 

Rigid non-metallic conduit is normally supplied in standard 10' lengths. 
with one belled end per length. For specific requiremenls. it may be 
produced in lengths shorter or longer than 10'. with or without belled 
ends. 

I 
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CP 

SYANOARD COUPLINGS ----~ 
. . 

,a .. __ • j 
--~----------------

RIGID tlON-HETALIC STANDARD COUPLINGS (PVC) SCllEOULE 40 

§.IZE: 2 INCll DIAMETER (NOMINAL) 

~~~~l!ED AS: CARLON #E940J, OR EQUIVALENT 

Part 
RECOMMENDED SOURCE: No. Size A B 

E94fi0 • .. ;, .852 .836 
~IARD EL EC TR IC E94QE 'II ... 1 064 1.04~ 

E94QL 1 1.330 1.31!! 
DEALERS ELECTRIC E940G 1v .. 1.677 1.655 

E~~OH n-: .. ellrn JJ!~ --
E940.I 2 2.393 2.369 
E94fiL 211., 2.890 2.Brul '. 

CENTRAL ELECTRIC 

E940L 3 3.515 ~~f 
WESCO E940M 311:! 4.015 3.992 

E940N 4 4.515 4.491 
GESCO E94nP 5 5.593 5.553 

E94QR 6 6.658 6.614 

Socket type for 
joining non
metallic conduit. 

0 00 c 
. 758 Fib-I 11 1

110 

.948 1 ~/u, h 
1.210 1% l~/16 

1.535 1 fi:J/ri .. 1 
1.755 2'%, .. l "1t 
2.190 24¥64 H't, 
2.68~ 3:Yrn 1% 
3.375 311,1.i~ p! '~ 

3.780 41/2 1 ;,ff 
4.265 5~1l2 2 
5.097 6Y4 15116 ---
6 115 1·~~ 21'111 

Ctn. 
N L at~ 
~/" 111. • ,, 150 
'/e PV" 100 
~/1 2 50 
I/a 2Va 30 

''• 2% 25 
Va 2V2 30 
~!4 3:Yrn 20 
Vu; 31y,,. 25 
l/1 3% 20 
I/~ 3~1~ 15 
o/1i 4Vlli 8 

1 ~~. 4% 5 

_ .. ,,_ ... _ ....... _ ............ _...... SlIEET 4 of 4 • 
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POLYGUARD PRODUCTS - WEIGHT SCALE TAPE 

DESCRIPTION 

POLYGUARD Weight Sea.le Tape comprises a rubberized asphalt wacerproof~g 
element and a polypropylene mesh laminated to the outer surface. The 
touU. laminated thickness is si:xcy-five mils (0.065 inch). The cape is 
wound on a disposable release-created strip sheet: to prevent blocking in 
the roll. 

APPLICATIONS 

POLYGUARD Weight Sea.le Tape is applied to pavement surfaces in order to 
secure, on a temporary basis, weight scales, or traffic counter hoses. 

No ocher use of these materials is to be made without prior approval of 
POLYGUARD as to service and method of application. 

TECHNICAL DATA 

PROPE?.TY 

Iotal Thickness 

Tensile Strength -;-. Hesh 

Puncture Resistance - :1esh 

Pliability - 1/4" :tandrel 

Per:neance (per::.J 

SOURCE 

POLYG~ARD Products. Inc. 

E:inis, Texas i5120-0755 

(214) 875-8421 

TYPICAL :IE...<\.StJREMENT 

65 mils (0.065 in.) 

50 lbs./in. 

200 lbs. 

No cracks in mesh or 
rubberized asphalt 

O.l maxil:rum 

TEST :i:ETROD 

AsIM D 882 :!odified(l in. oper.::.::.~, 

ASU! E 154 

ASTI1 D 146 180°=. 
Bend @ 15°F. 

ASTI1 E 96 ~ethoci B (modified) 
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PURCHASED AS: 

POYLGUARD WEIGHT SCALE TAPE 
4 in. WIDE X 2DOPT. LONG ROLLS· 
3 ROLLS/PER CARTON 
80 LBS./PER CARTON 

lloly;uarci W.iQhr ai:ale T- IMuld be •t led only to ~t watch ia cle.n, dry, -'ln, ll1Ci free 
o1 CllDrb. T_.'Nre lllculd b9 Clftl" 45• f. 

tf ,.,_ i& 1Jein1r ICllPl ied n "*" SQ• F •• Pf'l- __,.. la """"'iNd. Corn:.ei: PolYl\lat'CI fol" FflMI" 
reei::n•• ic:tat ions. 

?ht• llllltel'\at ia o#ferecl fol' Ale by PCl.TCUUD PltamJC:U, JJIC.. only fol" tbe u;1ruuc1 p.l1"l:ICIH u ms· 
cril:llli:i in tni• l tteraiure for ~ ottntr =m UUGDt certtin tir fltl.TCUAID l'ICl:U:r:. llC. sbaU be ttie re• 
&IZll'\&ibll t?Y of th9 CIW"Cftaet' ..., PCLTl::alllm PBlll:Z"I, IJll:. ai:.s not ..........rt nor vUt t:. l'tls=cn&tble tor .:rf 
••- of tl'ltln s::rcca.=u. PCl.llllllD PICll.l:U, ?IC. 11ilt ,....,, ... r .c.a. Etnia. n •• 11&'Cerials ncn: ... 'ltn; CIUI" 
--.uta~rc· ._cific:at:icnr., arw year fnsl date o1 .. Le. 

Polv;i.utrcl proc:IW:ts u dnc:l"ibeci herein - for tnca.crial ~ Cll'lly. the ICllPl tai:ton c1 ~ae i:;n:a.u:u 
lftoulel be Pllf"Te..-G tiy _...., ..no are .CH1eci tn ca appUat:ton o1 uur;aia dnc:rt&:led herein in -==~ 
w'i~ ani.rtai:'Nf'en• specifiati-. 

MTEllAL SAF!TT l:IATA; 

All "•1:111";a& hf•'CY Gau -..n ..a SJl"'llCW1:tOl'llll"Y l.._la atiauld bit ,.... ll'ICI ""'*'"''CCICld tiy sU uni" 
a=el'Yiaory pel"lleft)9l Ind _,.,.._ t:enre ustna. COnaJLt NL1liUllD Pll:IU:rl, DIC.., MllU1";a1 Safety 'Oai:a 
Sbeeu - CSHA nrg1.1lniona for ~tttcnel Aie?Y mid IMNtltft in'laracian for 1:b prac.i.Jc:U clnct"1bed hel"lltn. 
l'\rl"Cftuel"' ta l'eacoMible kw ca11PlYinf vhn •ll 11PPt \ailLe teoenl. atfte, °" local l.,. ..a M19Ula1:icn:a 
c:cver"in; uu of tn• ~ inc:L...::ima ....w cUspoul. 

lhil ;. not: • Mtitertal lafetY oau lh•H me! is rmi: u tie used • IA.lll:ft. fl'Ot.TGUAAD haa ll'C"ef1•~ 
...,-ate Ma-cerial Safeiy Oat:a SbeeU en eadl proc:v=:. 

1101: r'CC:(Uirec. 

AsaistlS'I= and in'fonnai::1Cll"I ic avaital:ll• frm .., PO!.TQWUI diau1t:uior or c:llttller, or c::c:nT:ac:i: us at aur 
Errti1, TX., otftee. 

SOUR CF.: 

POLYGUARD PRODUCTS, me. 
Ennis, Texas 75120-0755 

(214) 875-8421 
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 

ITMP 0991/AVCS-08 
READY MIX CONCRETE 

AVAILABLE AS: 

SAKR.ETE 
RED I-MIX 
HAND I-MIX 

REQUIREMEFffS: 

READY-TO-USE 
CEMENT MIXES 

80 lbs. BAG mixed ~nth a ratio of 4 quarts of water per 
bag (typically), unless otherwise specified by the 
manufacturer, or as directed by the TTI Inspector/s 
assigned to this project. 

The manufacturer's instructions. or the TTI Inspector 
can stipulate the acceptable water content. Where 
additional water is stipulated, it shall be added in 
one (1) quart increments. 

If too much water has been added for a given amount 
of cement, the contractor shall add more bag mix to 
attain the correct consistency. It shall not be 
permissible to pour off excess water from the top of 
the cement/water mixture. More cement must be added 
to correct the consistency • 

Amount of Cement Per Installation Site 

(Typically) four (4) to five (5) bags per cabinet 
(slab) foundation. 

RECOMMENDED SOURCE 

As available in the field 

SHEET 1 of l 
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Ri!lfnFORCl~G SAiRS 
Standard Round Concrete 

A.S.T.M. A-615 Grades 40 and 60 

New bar Nos. based on number of% inches in
cJuded in nominal diameter of bar. Bars 
numbered 9, 10, 11 are equivaJent in weight 
and nominal cross-sectional area to old type 
l, I%. 1 % inch square bars. 

Bar Sizes 
New Old 
No. In. 

-~-3 l~ 

4 •2 
5 s.-, 
6 3, 
7 7~ 

8 l 
9 1 

10 1~. 
11 l~A 
14·5 
18-S 

lloarial Diammoas 
Cross

Secnonal 
Diameter Ate.a Penmmr 
lacnes SQ. In. lacttes 
.375 .11 1.178 
.500 .20 l.571 
.625 .31 l.96.3 
.759 .44 2.356 
.875 .60 2. 7 49 

1.000 .79 3.142 
1.128 l.00 3.544 
1.270 1.27 3.990 
1.410 l.56 4.430 
l.693 2.25 5.320 
2.257 4.00 7.090 

W!lgnt 
Pcunas 
per foot 

.376 

.668 
1.043 
1:-so2 
2.044 
2.670 
3.400 
4.303 
5.313 
7.650 

13.600 

~OTE: 

See SHE=.-r 2. follovi~g. 
for specific ORDERI:·:G 
arur SOL'RCI.XG :!.nior=a:::..on ! 
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATION #TMP 0991/AVCS-09 RESAR 

RE9UIREMENTS: 

3/8" rebar 

131 per cox placed as per instatlation Instructions: 
2 • 3' sections 
2 - ';! sections 
3 - 1' sections 

Available In 10' or 20' secncns. Purchase of either length depends on 
hauling capacmtle& of Subcomractcr. 

RECOMMENCED SOURCE: 

As available in the field. 
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Flexane 8.0 Liquid Urethane 

Fle."tane 80 LIQUID URETHANES 

FLEXANE 80 LIDUID 

Offers a longer working time of 
approximately 30 minutes and a more 
fl exi b 1 e cured hardness of rrJ Shore A. 

TJPi=f Phy'Stcat Propertiea, Aexantrl' Urethaneaf7 ciayS. ICCIT'~ 

r ~i=-ao J 
I Md'. i'lo:l Rlltlft Qlr~ "'99nt. nmo 'Y• !'lywt. ! 17.23 I 
I SOec:nm:am& dtlC. . 21.5 

1106 

110000 
130 

•10 

117 
12.'IOO 

1350 

.,.,... ............. 

STOCK NO. 

15800 

RECOMMENDED SOURCE: 
_BRIGGS-WEAVER., INC. 

P.O. Box 24500 
Houston, TX 77229-4500 

(713) 672-1100 

UNIT SIZE 

1 lb. 
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PEDESTAL MOUNTING lVIATRIX 
for DETECTOR CABINET 

~!ATR.ll WELDM:n'T 

Formed and bent to shape, from Four (4) each of Ite.-:i :.il 
of ECP Drawing UECP-12-01-90 (3/4-lOxlSx.3 Low Carbon Steel 
Anchor Bolts) and Welded, as shown below. 

SEE - ECP DRAWING No. ECP-12-01-90 (ATTACHED)!!! 

SOURCE: 

ECP 
ELEC!RICAL & CONS!RUCTION PRODGC~S 
1707 Hydro Drive 
Austin, !exas 78728 

(512) 251-71.39 

~ 
ONE (1) EACH REOUIRED. 

-PER EACH INSTALLATION! 

NOT TO SCA LE. 
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